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Abstract

DevOps is practice that enforces collaboration and automation in software development,
guaranteeing high product quality and reliability. This discipline covers many aspects
of software development life-cycle, and it leverages on a wide variety of technologies.
Among these, Infrastructure as Code is the most prominent, as it allows to automatically
configure system dependencies to provision local and remote instances. The adoption of
this practices pushes to another level automation in Continuous Integration/Continuous
Deployment environments. In the past recent years there have been a great interest in
these disciplines, both from academy and industry. We conducted a Systematic Literature
Review to understand what are the challenges these practices are currently facing, with
particular attention for standards: we looked for the state-of-the-art of standards-based
tools, in particular the TOSCA standard. Among these, we found the RADON tool-chain.
We conducted a proof-of-concept in an industrial environment to verify the benefits and
drawbacks of adopting this framework. In particular, we tested a novel approach to sup-
port the modeling and deployment of function orchestrators in a serverless environment
with the support of BPMN and TOSCA standards.

Keywords: DevOps, Infrastructure as Code, TOSCA, automation, standards

DevOps è una pratica che spinge verso la collaborazione e l’automazione nello sviluppo
software, garantendo un’alta qualità del prodotto e affidabilità. Questa disciplina co-
pre molte fasi del ciclio di vita dello sviluppo software, e fa affidamento su una grande
varietà di tecnologie. Tra queste, l’Infrastructure as Code è la più prominente, dal mo-
mento che consente di configurare automaticamente dipendenze di sistema per la gestione
e l’approvigionamento di istanze remote e locali. L’adozione di queste pratiche spinge
ad un altro livello l’automazione in ambienti che adottano CI/CD (Continuous Integra-
tion/Continuous Deployment). Negli ultimi anni c’è stato un grande interesse per queste
discipline, sia dall’ambiente accademico sia da quello industriale. Abbiamo condotto
una revisione sistematica della letteratura per comprendere quali sono le sfide che queste
pratiche stanno affrontando, con particolare interesse per gli standard: abbiamo studi-
ato lo stato dell’arte dei tool basati su standard, in particolare lo standard TOSCA. Tra



questi, abbiamo trovato la RADON tool-chain. Abbiamo condotto una dimostrazione di
fattibilità in un ambiente industriale per verificare i vantaggi e gli svantaggi dell’adozione
di questo framework. In particolare, abbiamo testano un nuovo approccio che supporta
la modellazione e il deployment di orchestrator di funzioni in un ambiente serverless con
il supporto degli standard BPMN e TOSCA.

Parole chiave: DevOps, Infrastructure as Code, TOSCA, automazione, standard
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1

Introduction

Software engineering is a discipline that came officially into existence - even though most
of its practices existed before - at the 1968 NATO Conference held in Germany [115],
where the methods, challenges and difficulties of designing complex software system were
explored and, for the first time in History, standards and practices were grouped and
categorized, covering all the aspects of software development, with the intent of improving
and clarify how software should be developed: software engineering was born.

Most of the results obtained by this conference, and many others that followed in the
next years, are referenced to as classical Software Engineering (SE) and the proposed
methodologies mostly derive from the traditional industry, where state-of-the-art methods
to design and manufacture goods of all kinds were already well-defined. In particular,
the most evident dependency with other industries is to be found in the so-called plan-
driven - or heavy-weight - methodologies, which require upfront requirements definition,
documentation and well-structured project plans [54].

It quickly became clear how this traditional manufacturing way of working was not always
well-suited for software development: the concepts of detailed plans, project and delivery
deadline were obsolete. With the passing years, software systems became more and more
complex thanks to new technological advancements: the ever-increasing computational
power followed by a decreased cost of hardware components, faster storage systems and
the advent of the World Wide Web, have introduced a level of complexity in software
systems that could not be reached by applying the classical SE methodologies; in the
1980s, a frequent phenomenon was having dissatisfied customers due to late deliveries
[44].

It is in this scenario that some terms, like agile, frequent delivery and extreme program-
ming, begun to gain popularity within industry leading companies: it became clear that
it was necessary to adopt a different paradigm to keep-up with the novel complex systems
required by customers. In particular, software products started also to change in shape,
as the classical monolithic application was not anymore the most common product, but it
started to get replaced by novel concepts, such as software services, or services delivered
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by software [115].

Indeed, looking back at History, we can find that the need of an agile development process
is something that can be traced back to the 1930s, when the Bell Labs company used this
practice to improve product quality [54].

In the traditional way of working, separate teams work on a product and each team plays
its own role during development, with poor communication with the others: this is at
the basis of the so-called Waterfall Model [107]. The Agile model, instead, breaks this
compartmentalization, by enhancing communication among teams, reducing development
time and increasing product quality.

As we can observe, the transition from classical SE to Agile methodologies has been quite
slow, since not only in some cases Agile was performing worse than the classical method,
but also because applying a novel methodology to production lines is difficult, due to
operational and technical deficiencies, but also we have to consider that at the time, i.e.,
before the 1990s, computing was not a mainstream discipline yet [54].

The latest evolution of Agile is DevOps. DevOps is a discipline that covers two main as-
pects of software manufacturing: development and operations. DevOps has been adopted
by a paramount number of industries, and its benefits have been largely disclosed.

Nonetheless, the adoption of DevOps brings several challenges and drawbacks, which
sometimes do not overrule the benefits. For this reason, in this study we want to shed
light on the most recent challenges this discipline is facing, at two different levels.

First, we will systematically review the literature produced in the past recent years, to
get an insight from the academic community on some specific subjects that DevOps
covers, but also we will explore in a real world scenario how these challenges are faced
by the industry, providing also a proof-of-concept for a novel tool-chain and methodology
developed to address many DevOps-related issues.

However, in order to understand the obtained results, the reader should have a clear
understanding of the main underlying concepts, that is, DevOps, Infrastructure as Code
and TOSCA standard. In Chapter 1 we will describe how our study has been designed,
providing the research questions we want to address. Then, to avoid any misalignment, in
the first chapter of our study we provide a brief summary of the aforementioned concepts,
matched by a summary of our research and a discussion on the related work.
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1| Study Design

Our research consists of an investigation in the DevOps culture, with two main objectives:
(i) discover what are the difficulties, pitfalls and challenges the discipline is currently fac-
ing; (ii) verify how these challenges impact software development in a real-word scenario,
by reporting the experiments we made in collaboration with a company, using a novel
tool.

Figure 1.1: Study design overview.

Figure 1.1 summarizes how our study is structured, highlighting what are the research
questions each part of the study addresses. We identified two main research questions,
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one for each objective, and we derived four specific research questions from each of them.

To achieve the first objective, we conducted a Systematic Literature Review (SLR), ana-
lyzing the latest studies regarding DevOps published since 2019: in particular, our focus
was on some DevOps sub-topics, namely Infrastructure as Code (IaC), standardization
(TOSCA) and tools. The goal of the SLR is to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1.1. What are the current challenges DevOps discipline is facing?

• RQ1.2. What is the role of Infrastructure as Code in DevOps?

• RQ1.3. How TOSCA standard can improve the development and adoption of IaC?

• RQ1.4. What are the most recent tools developed to support standards-based IaC
code development?

To provide a sound and complete answer, after discussing the motivation of our research,
(i) we describe our study design, highlighting our background and explaining the research
questions and describing the methodology we employed to provide consistent results; (ii)
we define the study selection criteria and the quality concepts we adopted in order to
include or exclude papers in our result set; (iii) we define the research queries we crafted
to obtain the results, using a specific search engine, justifying why some choices were made;
(iv) we evaluate the resulting set, providing insights on the distribution of publications
over the years, on the authors, and we also define a DevOps taxonomy that we used to
classify the papers according to the man topics they investigate; (v) we discuss the results
obtained, producing an in-depth analysis of the papers found classified according to the
taxonomy and answering the research question mentioned above; (vi) we present what
are the most relevant threats to validity of our study and finally (vii) we conclude the
SLR. All of these steps are described in Chapter 4. Our SLR comprises in the final set
an amount of 71 papers, each of the classified according to our taxonomy.

Our second objective, instead, has been achieved thanks to a collaboration with a semicon-
ductor company, namely NXP Semiconductors1, which allowed us to verify the challenges
highlighted in our SLR in the DevOps field, permitting us to conduct a proof-of-concept
to verify the efficacy of a novel framework created to support the development of server-
less function in a DevOps environment, in a team whose main objective is to develop,
maintain and monitor data ingestion pipelines that retrieve data from many different
sources and load them into a Data Lake. The framework we used, named RADON, is
the result of the European Union founded project RADON h-20202, it provides a tool-

1https://www.nxp.com
2https://radon-h2020.eu
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chain and a methodology to develop server-less functions and it is based on the Topology
Orchestration and Specification for Cloud Application (TOSCA3) standard, to be used
in conjunction with state-of-the-art cloud services vendors. Thanks to our investigation,
we witnessed how the challenges and pitfalls of DevOps impact on a team, and we make
another step towards the adoption of standards-based development of IaC scripts: our
results confirm the benefits claimed by RADON, but they also show the challenges and
limits of the framework. This part of research is described in Chapter 5. The goal of our
proof-of-concept is to answer to the following research questions:

• RQ2.1: Which is the most effective approach to design and deploy function orches-
trators?

• RQ2.2: Which is the perceived easiest approach?

• RQ2.3: Which approach is more useful?

• RQ2.4: Which tool is intended to be used?

Achieving this goal has been possible by adopting the following strategy to conduct our
study: (i) we describe and motivate why we have chosen a semiconductor company to
conduct our experiments, (ii) giving some insight on the most recent development in the
industry and (iii) describing why Data, which is the main asset involved in our scenario,
are so valuable; then, (iv) we show the environment we worked in, (v) highlighting the
goals of the team we collaborated with; Finally, (vi) we present our proof-of-concept,
providing the motivations of our study, the issues the team is facing and the solutions
found, and (vii) we compare the performance of the RADON methodology versus the
Baseline methodology, that is the standard way of working the team is currently adopting.
The results obtained (viii) are discussed and (ix) threats to the validity of our research
are presented and (x) conclusions are drawn.

Before diving into our SLR and Proof-of-Concept, however, we introduce the reader to
the main concepts tackled by our research: in the next chapter we provide (i) a brief
overview of the DevOps discipline, (ii) a description of Infrastructure as Code and what
role plays in DevOps, (iii) a summary of the TOSCA standard main characteristics.

3https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=tosca
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2| Background

This chapter represents a short and necessary introduction to the main topics which are
the subject of our research. We present the key concepts at the basis of the DevOps cul-
ture, we show why Infrastructure as Code has become so important within this discipline
and we explain what are the most relevant characteristics of the TOSCA standard.

2.1. DevOps Overview

DevOps is the latest evolution of the Agile1 method for developing software. It is defined as
a collaborative and multidisciplinary effort within an organization to automate continuous
delivery of new software versions, while guaranteeing their correctness and reliability [39].
DevOps is a term coined in 2008 [32] and derived from the combination of two words:
development and operations. It represents the fusion of these two fundamentals aspects of
software life-cycle, by blending in one team tasks that are traditionally delegated to two
or more different teams. The integration is done not only by physically merging separated
teams, but also by improving communication among other teams in the organizations and
combining the tools employed to support the various stages of product development.

Figure 2.1: DevOps tool-chain stages [120].

1https://www.agilealliance.org/agile101/
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Figure 2.1 show us how DevOps changes the approach in software development with
respect to other traditional ways of working such as, for instance, the waterfall model.
Without going deep in the details of each step, here we just want to highlight how DevOps
abandons a linear-sequential life-cycle model, adopting instead a circular model.

A key concept of DevOps is automation: it has been shown how automation, applied
to different levels and stages of software development, improves software quality and
reduces delivery time. Automation is always matched by another concept, that is CI/CD
- standing for Continuous Integration / Continuous Deployment - which we will discuss
later: however, we stress the fact that in DevOps many concepts rely on each other
and this, in combination with a circular model, witnesses dependencies among different
practices, creating a relationship loop [64].

From a process point of view, DevOps aims to reach business objectives by minimizing
risks and costs but at the same time improves product quality by employing a frequent
and reliable release process. This process relies on Agile concepts, short feedback life-cycle
and continuous improvement. DevOps abandons the rigorous and hierarchical traditional
approval schema by replacing it with agile and lean principles.

By look at DevOps from the people’s perspective, as we stated before DevOps merges
both developers and operators through the culture of collaboration. Collaboration enables
sharing knowledge, tools and practices, but at the same time each team achieves a higher
level of autonomy: cross-functional teams are a key element of the DevOps culture, as
they enhance collaboration and communication.

The delivery ’s perspective, instead, highlights how Continuous Delivery and Continuous
Deployment are at the basis of the whole framework, and they rely on may different factors,
such as static analysis, testing automation, deployment pipelines and a wide variety of
tools. In the end, all these elements contribute to increase automation, enabling the shift
towards micro-services instead of big and batch applications. All of that is matched by a
frequent and reliable release process.

Finally, the run-time point of view enables to notice how DevOps copes with performance,
availability, scalability, resilience and reliability, relying on continuous run-time monitor-
ing and alerting. In the long-run, this also improve the security and the stability of the
environment.
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2.2. Infrastructure as Code

Infrastructure as Code is one of the main DevOps pillars [74]. IaC is technique that,
deriving from practices in software deployment, allow to automatically configure the def-
inition of system dependencies and provision local and remote instances. IaC is a core
component of Continuous Deployment. It allows to consistently and repeatably configure
routines to configure a system.

The main goals of infrastructure as code are the following [74]:

• dynamically change IT infrastructure;

• make changes to a system a routine, rather than an obstacle;

• define, provision and manage resources independently;

• quick and easy recover from failures.

IaC strongly enforces effortless and reliable build and rebuild of every element of the
declared infrastructure. This is because, thanks to Dynamic Infrastructure, which is one of
the groundings elements of IaC, it is possible to easily create, modify, delete and move each
part of the architecture, independently; this allows making effortless improvements and
fixes to the infrastructure. Furthermore, Infrastructure as Code allows delivering multiple
and consistent deployments of the same system: this is due to the fact that Infrastructure
as Code declaration scripts are reproducible [106]. This is enough to understand why
CI/CD practices strictly relies on IaC.

In the past recent years, many tools and technologies have been developed to support
IaC, such as Chef2, Puppet3 and Ansible4, which are very popular and as such are used
to provision cloud-based resources. For this reason, IaC gained a lot of interest both
amongst practitioners and researchers: this however, does not mean that IaC is a fully
explored topic, but, as opposite, at the current state it is under-explored.

Limitations and issues has been found regarding many different aspects IaC. Defects and
security flaws in IaC scripts can cause serious issues, and for this reason many studies
have been conducted to find ways to detect and predict code smells and bad practices:
indeed, we will see in our SLR chapter the large amount of tools existing to support this
topic. In general, we can state that the situation is made even worse by the fact that
a very large variety of tools is available on the market, and each of these tools adopt a

2https://www.chef.io/products/chef-infrastructure-management
3https://www.puppet.com/products/puppet-enterprise/continuous-delivery
4https://ibm.github.io/cloud-enterprise-examples/iac-conf-mgmt/ansible/
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different programming paradigm and adopts peculiar design choice.

To address all these issues, researches are pushing towards standardization: in fact, there is
evidence to support the thesis that adopting standards for the development of IaC scripts
reduces security-related issues and improves the quality of the scripts. In addition, it can
reduce the effort of practitioners, who have to learn many different languages and tools,
most of the time even in within the same team. Amongst the available standards, the
OASIS Topology Orchestration and Specification for Cloud Application Standard is the
most prominent one. In addition, the adoption of standards-based DevOps methodologies,
in general, might solve another important issue that arises in this context.

Cloud systems are usually provided by a set of vendors that on one side provide an ever-
increasing amount of proprietary and open source state-of-the-art services, but on the
other side they may introduce an issue, known as vendor lock-in: this is the problem of
becoming dependent to a particular vendor, and the migration towards another becomes
so expensive that it is better to stick with the older one, even if it provides less services or
it is more expensive to maintain. In this perspective, vendor lock-in is a problem solvable,
again, by adopting standardization.

2.3. Standards: TOSCA

Lack of interoperability between tools, the sheer amount of components, dependencies and
constraints have made deployment and management tasks more complex than ever before.
The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) in
2013 the Topology Orchestration and Specification for Cloud Application standard to
support automated deployment and management of cloud applications [105].

TOSCA enables to declare the description of the topology of a cloud application through a
graph that is made of two components: nodes, that represent each element composing the
application, and relationships, which define the dependencies among different components
[51]. Nodes are also able to provide management operations definition, such as creating
or configuring an element. Since TOSCA allows reusing components, it represents nodes
and relationships in templates: node templates and relationship templates.

TOSCA supports two types of processing: imperative processing and declarative process-
ing [15]. In the first case, a management plan explicitly defines the operations and the
execution order of them. In the second one, instead, there is no definition of management
plan: the application topology is interpreted at run-time and the management of opera-
tions are inferred by the structure of the topology and the definition of its components.
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Figure 2.2: OASIS TOSCA Service Template overview.

Figure 2.2 shows a high-level representation5 of how nodes and relationships interact to
create the so-called topology templates, that represent the deployment model specified for
a specific application, but that can be re-used in other deployments. All together, nodes,
relationships and topology template create a service template.

In the past years, the TOSCA standard has been extended to support more and more
policies, that represent the way nodes are defined. Also, there are several methodologies
for processing TOSCA models, which can also enable automated topology completion
and grouping nodes by matching several ones, to simplify the topology complexity. Other
methodologies support the combination of declarative and imperative processing. In gen-
eral, TOSCA is a very powerful and malleable standard that can be easily adapted to
various usages.

Several tools exists to describe, deploy and instantiate TOSCA-compliant cloud appli-
cations, to be used in conjunction with the most advanced cloud services available. In
our proof-of-concept chapter, we will use some tools that are at the basis of the RADON
h-2020 project, which is based on TOSCA. These tools are Eclipse Winery, that is a
web-based topology modeling tool, and xOpera, that is a deployment engine capable of
executing the defined management plans and deploy the application on the specific target
architecture.

5http://docs.oasis-open.org/tosca/TOSCA/v1.0/os/TOSCA-v1.0-os.html
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3| Related Work

Our study is composed of two main parts: the one where we present the Systematic
Literature Review, and the one where we discuss our proof-of-concept. For this reason, in
this chapter we bring to the attention of the reader the related works we found, according
to each argument in our research. In this section, we first discuss related works to our
SLR, and then we move to the proof-of-concept. It is necessary to discuss them separately
because, even if they are strictly related, they are two completely different kind of studies
which apply different methodologies.

3.1. SLR

In the past recent years, there have been an increasing amount of interest in DevOps
related topic, and thus the number of publications regarding this research area has always
been raising. For this reason, many SLRs and surveys have been conducted to constantly
keep-up with novel publications, by classifying them and analyzing the current research
direction and making suggestions on which ones might be the next.

The first study we want to mention is a comprehensive survey on DevOps concepts and
challenges [64]. This impressive research provide a complete review of the challenges
DevOps is currently facing. It provides a conceptual map of the overall DevOps discipline,
identifying 4 main concepts: two Dev related and two Ops related; delivery and process,
run-time and people, respectively. These four dimensions reflect the definition of DevOps:
DevOps is a collaborative and multidisciplinary effort within an organization to automate
continuous delivery of new software versions, while guaranteeing their correctness and
reliability [39]. This definition is the one we used as a reference in our research. This
study also provides a review of the state-of-the-art tools, discussing also the implications
of adopting DevOps practices for engineers, managers and researchers and providing an
impressive discussion of the DevOps unresolved challenges.

We consider another extensive study which covers another big topic which is strictly
connected to DevOps: serverless computing. This study [50] cover a wide variety of
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aspects related to serverless computing, which can be divided in three main categories:
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). By exploring these three categories, this survey investigates the challenges in these
research areas. In particular, it brings to the attention of the reader a wide variety of
issues that still need to be solved such as, for instance, vendor lock-in, resource limits,
performance and many others, but tools are also analyzed. Furthermore, it is also tackles
another important topic, that is the migration of monolithic applications to serverless
computing, a very complex task that is still under investigation.

On the same topics, with particular attention for FaaS, we have found a literature review
[46] that provides an important set of results. In particular, it is discussed a comparison
of the performance and scalability differences among the different Function as a Service
(FaaS) providers; a comparison is also made regarding the constraints associated with
FaaS vendors, regarding resources, integration and language run-times. Pricing is another
hot topic, and a comprehensive analysis of run-time costs differences among vendors is
missing. The last argument brought by this literature review is the level of integration
provided by each vendor between FaaS and the other services. Similar topics are also
captured by another study [42] , which is not properly a survey but has a similar structure,
as it discusses what are the main challenges and limitations of implementing serverless
applications.

Moving towards Infrastructure as Code territory, we can find a survey that explores the
challenges of adopting Infrastructure as Code in a DevOps environment [47]. In particular,
it explores the state-of-the-art of tools for configuration management and frameworks,
considering them from a practical point of view. Furthermore, a short but comprehensive
research regarding the latest developments of the research around IaC is given by Staron
et al. [106], as they describe what are the most recent tools developed in this field to
support IaC deployments.

By looking at what are the challenges that arise during the adoption and the support of
Infrastructure as Code, we fond the work by Guerriero et al. [47], where they conduct
a survey discussing these topics from the point of view of the industry. The shed light
on what are the best practices in infrastructure as code development, they discuss what
are the available tools, and they witness what are the challenges practitioners are facing.
Their findings are similar to the ones we previously discussed: they found out that the
main issue is currently related to the fact that there are too many tools, languages and
methodologies to support IaC development, and there is the need of standardization. The
TOSCA standard is mentioned as one of the possible solutions.
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Around IaC we discovered other surveys and SLRs. One survey [48] analyzes a large
amount of papers to find six best practices for testing IaC scripts, they are: avoiding
coding anti-patterns, behavior-focused test coverage, remote testing, sandbox testing,
testing every IaC change and use of automation. An SLR by Nedeltcheva et al. [75]
explores what modeling approaches ti generate IaC, concluding that there is no one-size-
fits-all solution and identifying key gap ares that needs to be further investigated.

Regarding IaC, another hot topic is related to defects, code smells and security smells
in IaC scripts. We mention three extensive surveys which bring a classification of these
issues. The Seven Sins paper [86] identifies what are seven most recurring security smells
in IaC, and practices to detect them. They are: admin by default, empty password,
hard-coded secret, invalid IP address binding, suspicious comment, use of HTTP without
TLS and use of weak cryptography algorithms. The Gang of Eight paper [87] provides
instead a taxonomy for categorizing IaC defects, which are eight categories: conditional,
configuration data, dependency, documentation, idempotency, security, service and syn-
tax. A similar work [89] is proposed by the same authors, which is at the basis of the one
mentioned above.

Finally, we mention the work of Bellendorf et al. [11], the most complete survey we
found regarding the TOSCA standard. They provide a taxonomy used to classify paper
regarding the contribution in TOSCA. In particular, the main taxonomy field they found
are: tools, extension of language, methodologies for processing TOSCA models, relation to
other solutions, usage of TOSCA and TOSCA introduction. For each of these categories
there are sub-categories, and for each of them are classified and analyzed several papers.
This survey has been fundamental to our study, since it provides a previous background
on the state-of-the-art of TOSCA. In the survey not only are discussed the studies found,
but are also suggested some areas that need further exploration.

3.2. Proof-of-Concept

Since the RADON tool is quite recent and not yet massively adopted, few works we have
found related to the RADON IDE, and they are all produced by the team that worked
in the development of the tool itself. Nonetheless, here we mention some related works
that, even if do not necessary apply directly to RADON itself, they are worth mentioning
as they share some similarities with our study.

The 2019 study by Sandobalin et al [93] is strictly related to our work as, even if it does
not tackle RADON or similar methodologies, it gave us a model to follow to conduct our
experiments, that we will discuss in Chapter 5. It is however worth mentioning that they
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compare two tools to support IaC, one model-driven and the other code-centric. These
two tools are very popular, and they are used in a wide variety of studies, especially the
ones devoted to classify, detect and predict code smells.

It is worth mentioning also an empirical study by Leitner et al. [65], which provides
interesting insight on the development of Function as a Service from the industry. This
study also provides a systematic literature review and a web-based quantitative survey. In
this studies are explored the challenges and issues practitioners are facing in the industry,
and we used this as a reference during our experiments.

We then consider another study [27], where the Rational Decomposition and Orchestra-
tioN for serverless computing, namely RADON, is presented: here the main objectives
and early results are presented, and we mention it in the related work not for the kind
of study but rather because it represents a quick introduction to the overall RADON
methodology, which is the basis of our study.

Other related studies are the ones by Yussupov et al. [117, 118] where they extend
TOSCA specifications to support the modeling and deployment of function orchestrators
in a serverless environment, by using two tools that compose the RADON tool-chain,
namely Eclipse Winery and xOpera, in combination with BPMN modeling language. In
these study is presented the actual tool-chain and approach we tested in our study: it not
the full RADON approach, but a subset of it. The password here is automation: their
objective is to extend the radon methodology to support a wider variety of applications.
We will discuss each tool and the overall idea more in detail in Chapter 5. The same
approach, which we can refer to as BPMN and TOSCA modeling, is presented also in
another paper [21] by different authors, namely Calcaterra et al. which worked also with
Yussupov et al. in other studies, and they contributed to the RADON project.

BPMN and TOSCA modeling is also enhanced by the same authors in another study
[38] where they introduce the Continuous Testing Tool, which is part of RADON IDE
and it is based on their previous works. The tools is envisioned for three main use cases:
define test cases, execute test cases and maintain test cases. In this study, the underlying
architecture is described in detail and the efficacy of the tool is shown.

A methodology and tool-chain similar to RADON is presented in another study [36],
where the SODALITE1 environment is presented. SODALITE provides a set of tools to
address issues related to complex task configuration, deployment and operations, enabling
faster development of IaC.

1https://www.sodalite.eu
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We finally mention other two studies by Sokolowski et al. [98, 99] that, even if do not
directly related to proof-of-concepts around the RADON tool-chain, they investigate the
automation of serverless deployments in DevOps teams. We mention them since we
worked in a DevOps team, and they were suffering from some of the issues these studies
try to address, in particular dependencies from other teams and dealing with continuous
changes in IaC deployments.
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As described in the previous chapters, at the basis of the current evolution of DevOps
practices resides Infrastructure as Code (IaC), which is a principle used to manage issues
related to configuration, integration and deployment in an automated fashion of infras-
tructural resources.

Although literature in this field is vast and is evolving really fast, especially in the past
recent years, it is necessary to shed light on the most critical research areas. In particular,
albeit IaC is a well-studied subject and many surveys and SLRs have been produced, it
is still matter of concern which is the current state of the art in this field.

We conducted our literature review following Barbara Kitchenham’s systematic method-
ology [58, 59], which defines a set of guidelines to conduct a research such that the method
is rigorous and the results are reproducible. The idea behind these guidelines is the fol-
lowing process: starting from a pilot study, where the key concepts are analyzed and a
set of research questions is produced, follow a precise sequence of steps to get, given an
initial set of sources, a polished unit of sources to work with.

Our research started with a pilot study, which was fundamental to identify the research
questions. The pilot study was conducted by searching for publications related to DevOps
and IaC, reaching not only the well-know research venues managed by, for instance, the
Association of Computer Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), but also grey literature articles and blogs. The reason why we made
this choice, i.e., consulting a broad kind of resources, is that we wanted to capture the
most different voices: in fact, it was immediately clear how the rigorous way of conducting
research is not always matched by a novelty of result and, sometimes it is possible to find
interesting and novel insights on grey literature rather than on the most popular and well
known academic venues.

Before introducing the study design, the search and selection protocol and how papers
have been classified, we want to make and important premise. As we stated in the
previous paragraph, we follow Kitchenham’s guidelines for SLRs. The method, which
we provide a brief description in the following section, foresees the involvement of a
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small group of people during the selection of papers and evaluation process. This is
necessary to produce results which not only are more reliable and complete, but also
less biased towards the feelings of the specific person who is performing the review. For
instance, it might be possible that one author finds a publication useful for the scope of
the research, while another researcher might not agree; or else a situation might occur
where one author classifies a paper belonging to a specific category, while another author
classifies the publication in another category. So, to avoid these unfortunate situations,
the methodology suggests not to work alone, but with a small group of people. In this
way, a certain level of objectivity is assured. In our case, this was not possible, since the
research and review processes have been conducted by one individual. This is a threat
to the validity of this work: nonetheless, we are very confident that this study reaches a
good quality level, given that for all the other steps of the methodology we followed the
most scientific rigor.

In addition to this important premise, we state that, in the next section, a comprehensive
analysis of the internal and external threats to the validity of this study is provided, so
that the reader is aware of what are the limits of this research.

4.1. Study design: background and research ques-

tions

In the previous chapters of this work, we discussed how DevOps changed the paradigm
for software development, thanks to the gradual introduction of new techniques, practices
and tools aimed to emphasize the collaboration and the connection among different IT
professional figures, both developers and operators, while automating the delivery process
and at the same time enhancing reliability.

DevOps is a culture, a combination of many factors which contribute to the most modern
way of thinking software development. In particular, we found interesting how Infras-
tructure as Code has been able to bring the whole process to another level, allowing
developers to benefit of the advantages of traditional programming, in a Continuous De-
liver/Continuous Integration (CI/CD) environment. Nowadays, Infrastructure as Code is
supported by many languages and tools which mostly derive from traditional program-
ming: although this is an advantage, because it allows developers to work in a familiar
framework, it also brings challenges to overcome and limitations which might affect the
effectiveness of IaC. For this reason, in the past recent years there have been an increasing
interest in this field.
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The study is structured as follows: as we anticipated in the previous sections, we con-
ducted a pilot study to assess which are the possible paths to follow and identify the
research questions. After that, we defined the research queries, identifying the most im-
portant keywords. On top of that, we defined the sources selection criteria, describing how
a paper was included in the final set and why some were not. Also, it was fundamental to
define some quality concepts to assess whether a study was good enough to be considered
in the final discussion or not.

In order to properly define these criteria, since the review was conducted by only one
person, we compared our initial intuitions and ideas with other papers that we classified
as milestones. We consider a paper as a milestone if it is a review conducted scientifically -
i.e., explicitly follows some SLRs methodology, be it Kitchenham’s or some other technique
- and if it produces a well documented result. However, this alone does not grant the rank
of milestone to a paper, so in addition we considered that a milestone has to be cited by
the majority of the papers we encountered during our research. In the end, we end-up
with few papers that we classify as milestones.

First author Title Year

[11] Bellendorf J. Specification of cloud topologies and orches-
tration using TOSCA: a survey

2019

[64] Leite L. A Survey of DevOps Concepts and Chal-
lenges

2018

[86] Rahman A. The Seven Sins: Security Smells in Infras-
tructure as Code Scripts

2019

[41] Elazhary. O Uncovering the Benefits and Challenges of
Continuous Integration Practices

2021

[62] Kumara, I. The do’s and don’ts of infrastructure code:
A systematic gray literature review

2021

[87] Rahman, A. Gang of Eight: A Defect Taxonomy for In-
frastructure as Code Scripts

2020

[85] Rahman, A. A systematic mapping study of infrastruc-
ture as code research

2018

Table 4.1: List of milestones.

A publication, in order to properly fall in the milestone classification group, needs to meet
some criteria. These criteria are defined as a larger subset of the criteria we used to include
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studies in our research. The quality and selection criteria will be discussed in the detail
in the next section and for this reason here we will just point out the main differences
and addition made to these criteria to build the milestone class. First of all, all the
paper classified as milestone are among the most cited and reviewed in their respective
field. This is a fundamental metric as it gives the publication stronger credibility and
authority to a specific study. On top of this preliminary requirement, we also included
in the criteria the fact that the paper must be a survey, a literature review, a taxonomy
or a classification regarding challenges and discussing the state of state-of-the art of a
specific subject. Furthermore, the survey or Literature Review it should no be just a
recap of studies made before, but must provide new insights and a string critic to a topic.
Finally, the study must be recent as the other ones included in the study: only paper
from 2019 have been considered. However, there are just two exceptions: there are two
papers published in 2018. The reason why are included is that they are so influential and
cover topics so important for our research that we found relevant to include them.

Table 4.1 shows the papers we used as comparison and verification for the criteria em-
ployed in our survey: the milestones. As we can see, they are all surveys, systematic
literature reviews or taxonomies. They cover specific topics, with well-defined research
questions, and they justify every decision made during the research; but, must impor-
tantly, they were conducted by more than one person, granting authority and trust on
them.

After the definition of the selection criteria and quality concepts, we started the classifi-
cation of the obtained results, categorizing papers, making statistics on them, assessing
their quality according to the previously defined criteria.

Subsequently, we discussed our results, highlighting the most important concepts we ex-
tracted by the sources. With the considerations we made we were able to conduct a case
study - discussed in detail in the next chapter - related to the most interesting topic we
found: standardization, in particular the OASIS Topology and Orchestration Specification
for Cloud Applications standard (TOSCA) and the tools developed around it.

We also devote a small sub-section to explain the threats to the validity of our study,
discuss both internal and external validity, to clarify what are the aspect we consider
less rigorous in our SLR which might compromise the prerogative of the study of being
scientific.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of Systematic Literature Review methodology.

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the previously discussed methodology, that has been ap-
plied throughout the study. One important remark we did not previously mention is that,
besides the query-based search, we also applied the so-called "snowballing" technique,
that is, we enriched our data-set by looking for other sources cited by the main findings
of the query-based search. This step of the search process has been critical, since not only
the outcome could have - negatively or positively - influenced the discussion of the results,
but also we had to be particularly careful in the selection criteria of new sources. For this
reasons we established, on top of the study selection criteria baseline, an additional set of
rules to strengthen the selection procedure in this delicate phase.

The research questions we want to address in our study are the following:

• RQ1. What are the current challenges DevOps discipline is facing?

• RQ2. What is the role of Infrastructure as Code in DevOps?

• RQ3. How TOSCA standard can improve the development and adoption of Infras-
tructure as Code?

• RQ4. What are the most recent tools developed to support standards-based IaC
code development?

With RQ1 we want to clarify the current state-of-the-art of the DevOps discipline, shed-
ding light on the current challenges this discipline is facing, with particular interest in
some of the other topics it encompasses, such as Infrastructure as Code and standardiza-
tion. On the other end, with RQ2 we want to make a clear statement on what is the role
of IaC in the DevOps field, why it is so important for its application and what are the
best techniques available to adopt it. Related to this, RQ3 has been derived by our pilot
study, were we immediately found the OASIS TOSCA standard as the most advance and
mature application of standardization to IaC development. For this reason, we want to
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investigate why is gaining popularity and what are the advantages of its adoption. Finally,
with RQ4 we further investigate the standards-based infrastructural code development
by searching for the most recent and advanced tools available in this field.

4.2. Study selection criteria and quality concept def-

inition

In order to find papers, we used Elvasier’s Scopus Search Engine: the reason why we
used only one search engine, and we did not use other well-know libraries, such as ACM
Digital Library, Google Scholar and IEEE Explore, is to be found in the limitations we
encountered in our research; the most important is that it has been conducted by one
person. Using multiple search engines would have produce an incredible amount of results,
which of course would have produce a more complete study, but it would have not been
possible to classify all of them, considering that by using only Scopus we obtain an initial
set of slightly less than 600 papers. Furthermore, all the other engines we mentioned do
no provide a straightforward way of putting the results in a database, such as a CSV
file: third-party tools would have been needed, and this would have increased the time
necessary to conduct the study. Another important reason is that Google Scholar provides
result by searching on many different sources, and it also includes grey literature and does
not provide a fine-grained research.

For all these reasons, in the end we decided to used Scopus since it was the most convenient
for our study, allowing exporting results directly in a CSV file. Given the result set
obtained by the search - we will discuss the search queries used in the next section - we
designed a set of inclusion/exclusion criteria, to filter out non-relevant papers.

Table 4.2 summarizes all the criteria we used in our filtering step. First of all, a study
published before 2019 is not included: we only want to consider studies published from the
COVID-19 outbreak, as we previously mentioned. Second, we excluded papers that do not
have among the Title, Keywords and Abstract fields one of the following keywords: IaC
(also not abbreviated), DevOps, Data Ingestion, Framework, Tool, Standard, TOSCA;
this was made to avoid non-pertinent papers. Included papers must also be at least
three pages long, since shorter papers are usually shorter version of other papers or just
presentation of a work, and they do not go in depth in the explanation of results. We
also included only peer reviewed papers, published in journals, conferences and workshops,
since this helps in considering only papers that have already been analyzed by the scientific
community.
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Criteria Include Exclude

Year Papers must be published be-
tween 2019 and 2023.

Papers published before 2019 are
not considered.

Relevance Relevant for DevOps, IaC,
TOSCA: these keywords must
appear in Title, Keywords and
Abstract.

Papers that do not have relevant
keywords in their Title, Keywords
and Abstract.

Quality Peer reviewed papers in Journals,
Conferences and Workshops.

Non peer reviewed papers.

Rigor Scientific research and validation
methods must be use to demon-
strate results.

Paper that do not use scien-
tific research or have a superficial
approach.

Language The language used by a paper
must be English.

Publication not written in En-
glish.

Length Papers must have at least three
pages.

Papers shorter than three pages
are not considered.

Table 4.2: Design of our experiments.

Another important criterion is that a paper must use clear validation methods and must
adopt a scientific rigor to conduct the study and assess the results: this is important to
improve the quality of our results. Finally, language is a criterion, since we only considered
studies written in English.

As we mentioned in the previous section, where we present the papers classified as mile-
stones, we discussed how these criteria are a subset of the ones used to classy a paper
as relevant or not. However, we also highlighted how just two papers do not meet the
Year requirement, as we classified two papers as milestones even if were published before
2019: they were published in 2018. Nonetheless, we already depicted why we made this
decision.

4.3. Research queries

The crucial step of a systematic literature review consist of defining one (or more) query(s):
each query is based on the criteria defined in the previous section. However, building a
query is not a strait-forward process, since the combination of keywords used might result
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in very different outcomes. Indeed, the query is the formal representation of the criteria,
and the keywords represent each basic concept. So, first of all we introduce all the
keywords we used in our queries, listed in table 4.3.

Keywords Priority level

Infrastructure as Code infrastructure as code, in-
frastructural code, iac

MEDIUM

DevOps devops, mlops, etl pipeline,
data ingestion,

MEDIUM

Specific Topics challenges, standards, stan-
dardization, tool, tools,
standard, framework, tosca,

LOW

Publication year pubyear > 2018 HIGH

Table 4.3: Keywords list with their priority level in the queries and, grouped by topics.

For convenience, keywords have been divided in categories which, however, do not affect
the query itself: Infrastructure as Code, DevOps, Specific Topics and Publication year.
For Infrastructure as Code we found for main keywords to cover the three possible nota-
tions which the concept might be found in literature. For DevOps instead, we not only
cover a concept itself, but also other related to it, such as Extract, Transform, Load (ETL)
pipeline and Data Ingestion, two important fields in which DevOps has been applied and
crucial of our SLR, but also important for the case study presented in the next chapter.
Then, Specific Topics identifies all the possible sub-topics of IaC that are relevant for our
research, but that do not need to appear all together in the same study: in particular, we
cared about standardization and challenges in the IaC field. Finally, Publication year is
the keyword used to the fine from which year we want to consider studies, based on the
considerations made in the previous sections.

We can proceed now to the presentation of the queries used in our research. Actually, for
the final result we used one unique query which, however, is the product of an iterative
process where, starting from a simple query, each time we added complexity to gain more
and more precision. This is due to the fact that initially, with the simplest query composed
by only few keywords, the obtained results where very broad and the amount of found
sources was that big that it was impossible to conduct a proper review. Also, we obtained
a lot of studies completely out of the score of this study: the number of results where
initially around 1000-2000 papers. A number too large to be analyzed by one person
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alone.

For these reasons, we started build up more and more complex queries, until the final one
was obtained.

ALL(((infrastructure AND as AND code) OR (infrastructural AND code)

OR iac) AND (devops OR mlops OR (etl AND pipeline) OR (data AND

ingestion)) AND (challenges OR standards OR standardization OR tool

OR tools OR standard OR framework OR tosca)) AND PUBYEAR > 2018

The above query is makes use of all the keywords listed in Table 4.3, according to their
priority, i.e., to the place they have in the levels of the brackets. In addition to these
keywords, the query is structured in a way to be compliant to Elvasier’s Scopus literature
search engine, the one eventually used for this study. In particular, at the very beginning,
the "ALL" keyword is used to allow the engine to search the for the keywords in many
different fields of publications, such as the title, the abstract and the keywords. The
reason why we decided to search over all the possible fields is that, at some point during
the query refinement process, we noticed that we were obtaining very scarce results: this is
due to the fact that in literature some of the keywords may appear under different names,
and so we did that to avoid loosing important papers, being unable to identify all the
possible versions in which keywords might appear. So, to guarantee an even outcome we
allowed a broader search over all the fields, considering also the risk to obtain results that
might not be useful for the research: in the end, it was crucial the refinement step, where
we filtered the final set of the query outcome according to the inclusion and exclusion
criteria which we were unable to model using just a query alone.

4.4. Sources result and classification

The resulting set from the final query discussed above is composed by 590 papers. The
set comprises publications from January 2019 to March 2023 (time at which the query has
been used on the search portal). After filtering out unwanted papers by reading title and
keywords - according to the rules and criteria previously defined - we obtained a refined
set of 142 papers: indeed, few papers were completely out of the scope of the research,
while others were covering similar topics but not the specific ones covered by our research
questions.

With this intermediate set of 142, we started reading abstracts and, when needed, the
whole content. Following the exclusion criteria, we obtained 62 papers in the final set.

As we can see in Figure 4.2, we can see how the publications are spread among the years.
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In particular, most of the publications fell in 2022, highlighting a big different with 2021
and 2020. We interpret this as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic: according
to most of the paper we included in this review, there have been an ever-increasing
interest in the past recent years, and each year the number of publications seems to be
growing; however, the pandemic outbreak affected many aspects of human life, including
the research community. This lead to a sudden stop in the research activities, slowing
down the process and reducing the number of publications. What we want to say is that,
even there has been a growing interest in the subjects of our research, we can not state
that the sudden increase in publications of the 2022 year represents what would have
happened in normal times, i.e., without the pandemic. Nonetheless, we can state that,
now that the COVID-19 outbreak seems to have reached the end, the research community
is working again at full speed. In addition to that, we have to consider also that some
publications might be recorded according to their last version, rather than the day they
were published.

Figure 4.2: Publications distribution per year from 2019 to 2023.

On top of these papers, we found other interesting ones by applying the "snowballing"
technique, i.e., we looked at the references of papers, and we included in our research some
of the most cited ones, typically appearing in more than one paper’s references. Again, also
for this part we applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria previously defined, although
in this step might rise more subjectivity in the choice with respect to the other steps.

Figure 4.3 shows the most prolific authors found in our research. Out of the 13 authors
displayed, 7 are Italian. Also, most of them are co-authors in the same papers, such as
Tamburri, Di Nucci and Dalla Palma, who worked together in many publications related
to tools, TOSCA, prediction and detection. Other relevant collaborations are the ones
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between Rahman and Williams, who are the most prolific authors in the security smells
and bad practices research areas. However, we will discuss more in detail the topics
tackled by the papers in the following sections.

Figure 4.3: Bar chart depicting the authors with most publications.

In addition to the papers found using the Scopus Search in combination with the search
query, we also considered some other paper through the so-called snowballing process.
Table 4.4 lists all these papers, which in total are 9. They are all related to IaC and
TOSCA standard, as they are they main investigation topics of research. They all fall
within the time period specified by our query, except for [89] and [117]: we included them
anyways, as they tackle fundamental concepts that are at the basis of many other papers,
especially from the same authors.

So, overall, in our review we consider 62 papers from the query-based search and 9 from the
snowballing process, bringing the total number of papers to 71. It is important to notice
that, however, in the classification process and statistical analysis we only considered
the 62 initial papers, as we did not want to alter the result of our findings since the
snowballing process might be tricky and might not follow the rigor of the query-based
search. Nonetheless, they are considered in the final discussion.
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First author Title Year

[106] Staron Recent Research Into Infrastructure as Code 2022

[89] Rahman A. Categorizing Defects in Infrastructure as
Code

2018

[100] Sokolowski D. Dependencies in DevOps Survey 2021 2021

[13] Borovitz N. DeepIaC: deep learning-based linguistic anti-
pattern detection in IaC

2020

[5] Aviv I. Infrastructure From Code: The Next Gener-
ation of Cloud Lifecycle Automation

2023

[24] Dai, Ting Automatically Detecting Risky Scripts in In-
frastructure Code

2020

[118] Yussupov V. Standards-based modeling and deployment
of serverless function orchestrations using
BPMN and TOSCA

2022

[117] Wurster, M. Modeling and Automated Deployment of
Serverless Applications Using TOSCA

2018

[38] Düllmann, T. CTT: Load Test Automation for TOSCA-
based Cloud Applications

2022

Table 4.4: List of snowballed papers.

4.4.1. DevOps Taxonomy

We present now the classification we made. First, we defined a set of categories where
each paper might fall. Categories are not mutual-exclusive: a paper that fall in a category
might also fall in another one. Indeed, a category represents different aspects of a paper,
main topic, secondary topics and type of paper. For instance, a paper can be a Survey or
a SLR, and can cover some topics such as IaC and TOSCA.

The taxonomy depicted in Figure 4.4 has been used, as previously discussed, to classify
the papers found in our research. This taxonomy has been built by analyzing the key
concepts mentioned in the papers tackling DevOps, with the support of other taxonomies
and conceptual diagrams provided by some important studies [53, 87, 113]: however, as
our findings are reliable, it is not present in literature a complete and organic taxonomy
covering all the DevOps concepts.
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Figure 4.4: DevOps taxonomy and key concepts.

Some taxonomies [11, 64, 87] exist, but they cover only small subsets of the whole DevOps
culture: indeed, we can consider our proposal as a grounding for all the others, since they
can be appended to our as they provide a more in-depth overview on some specific topics,
such as TOSCA or Tools in general. We want to highlight that the taxonomy does not
show the relationship between keywords, just their hierarchy. A nice example of the
relationships that exist between the different concepts has been proposed by [11, 64].

We identified three main aspects that define DevOps: Continuous Integration/Continuous
Deployment (CI/CD), Infrastructure Management and Culture; each of them cover a face
of the DevOps working framework.

CI/CD comprises all the aspects which are proper of this modern way of developing
software, spreading from Tools, Automation, Release, Code, and all the other activities
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related also to traditional software development. CI/CD represents the core of DevOps,
as it represent the what in practice has to be done to build software in a way that does
not require relying on traditional project deadlines and developing stages. However, the
means and the environment in which CI/CD is used are also crucial for its applicability:
Infrastructure Management and Culture cover these aspects, respectively. We want to
stress that each of the three main categories is not to be considered as independent, but
each of them relies on each other. DevOps is a complex combination of many different
practices, and it shows its full potential only when it is applied to every level of software
development and operations. Also, it is actually difficult to isolate keyword in the taxon-
omy: in practice, most of them overlap as the cover many topics in a transversal fashion.
The same holds for the paper we found: as we will discuss later, most of them usually
cover many topics spreading around the three main categories. This shows how DevOps
is actually a multi-faced discipline which involves a lot of different resources.

Infrastructure Management represent the practical means through which software is shaped
in a DevOps environment. The most relevant keywords we identify are Infrastructure as
Code, Cloud Services, Microservices, Standards (where TOSCA falls in), Monitoring and
Security. The meaning of these keywords will become clearer in the next sub-section,
where we discuss the results. However, we want to highlight two aspects. First, IaC does
not represent a simple keyword, but we consider it as a pillar component of DevOps. More
and more companies are using this way of programming [47], and it also represents one
of the core topics we investigate in our review. Second, Security is a very broad topic:
we identified four sub-topics in it, which define how security is related not only to the
security of the environment in which software is developed, but also to bad practices, code
smells, defects in code which is necessary to detect and, even better, predict, in order to
build even better code. The final aspect we want to underline is standardization: this
is another core topic we investigate in our research, and in the past recent years there
has been an ever-increasing interest in this topic, in particular for the TOSCA-related
standards.

Finally, with Culture we identify all the aspects related to the people, both develop-
ers and operators, involved in a DevOps environment. So, we consider as fundamental
concepts Teams, Knowledge (sharing), Practices, Frameworks (for which we identified
Agile, SCRUM and SAFe [52, 98, 99], but many others exist), Collaboration (within the
team and between teams), Product Management (with respect to the traditional way
of working, i.e., Project Management), Feedback (strictly related to, for instance, the
Agile framework), Compliance (w.r.t. regulations defined in a DevOps team) and Cost
Reduction. Indeed, the greatest benefit of DevOps is, from a business perspective, cost
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reduction [46, 64].

4.4.2. Classification

With this taxonomy in mind, we classified the papers found according to it. However,
the taxonomy is related to the DevOps topics, not to the type of paper: with type of
paper we identify what is the contribution of the paper at a scientific level or how the
study has been conducted. The different categories of papers are: Survey, SLR, Case
Study, Comparison, Interviews, Technical Insight, Challenges. In particular, survey and
SLR are very similar, and in order to classify papers in these two categories, although we
relied on the definitions of the two, we also followed the definitions provided by paper’s
authors themselves: if a publication is explicitly presented as a survey, we classified it as
a survey; instead, for instance, if a paper is presented as a SLR but it does not follow
any particular scientific rigor, then we preferred to classify it as a survey. Case Study
represents the category of papers that bring practical applications of theoretical concepts,
while Interviews is the category of publications which core resides in interviews reports.
Challenges is a type of papers which tackles challenges related to particular topics and
it can be explicitly stated by the authors or inferred by the content of the publication.
Finally, Technical insight represents the broader category and, indeed, is the one where
most of the papers fall (as we will see later in this section): this category identifies papers
that shed light on, usually, a particular topic providing new ideas, models, approaches
or tools; they consist of actual scientific investigations, as they make use of the scientific
method to inquire over particular topics.

Combining these two parameters, i.e., the taxonomy and paper type, we built a classifi-
cation matrix, where each paper can occupy one or more fields: in fact, a paper might
bring on or more contributions and at the same time it might tackle one or more topics
depicted in the taxonomy. However, in the classification we only considered the main
topic(s) faced by a paper: it might happen that a paper also covers a little of other topics.

In Table 4.5 it is depicted how papers have been classified, according to the types of
publications explained in the previous paragraphs and the taxonomy in Fig. 4.4. The
main challenge of this step was not only to identify the exact publication type, but also the
main topics covered, that is, the one explicitly addressed by the papers, typically explained
in the abstract and introductory part with research questions and scope. However, many
papers also tackle a lot of topics since, in general, DevOps is a broad discipline with many
interconnected areas. For these reasons, the vast majority of papers have been classified
in more than one category: this was our initial intent, as we envisioned the table as a way
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Table 4.5: Papers classification according to publication types and topics.
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to find papers that cover particular topics, in general.

Most of the publications found are Technical Insights, followed by Comparisons and SLRs.
Indeed, most of the paper present new techniques or tools, explaining how they work and
most of the time they also provide an application example. However, since we could
not classify it as a proper case study, these kinds of papers they do not fall in the Case
Study category, although they bring practical insights: in fact, the papers that have been
classified as Case Study are usually just that, or sometimes are very long papers that
provide some Comparisons between tools and have a very large chapter for a case study
presentation.

The least common type of paper is the one that provide only or for most of its content
interviews reports, and usually they are related to challenges regarding some DevOps top-
ics. The most common topic, instead, is IaC: the reason why it is much more popular than
the others is that not only the research query used was explicitly looking for IaC-related
papers, but also because IaC is a very general keyword, and almost every paper found
covers it, in more or less depth. This is an expected result, as it proves the effectiveness of
our query. In addition to this, TOSCA is a very common topic with papers that tackles it
usually also fall in the monitoring topic, as TOSCA is strictly related to modeling tools.
In general, The tools category is very well populated by all the different kinds of papers:
this holds because not only it is another general topic, but also because we explicitly
looked for tools keywords in our query.

Some categories, usually very specific ones such as Agile and Plan, are not populated at
all or very few papers are present: this is due to the fact that these categories are at the
very limit of the scope of our research, and for these reason very few papers about them
have been considered. This implies that Table 4.5 should not be intended as a picture
of DevOps literature of the past recent years, but rather how our results fit in the whole
DevOps taxonomy. This become even clearer if we take a look at the graph shown in
Figure 4.5, as they help us visualize the focus of our research over the DevOps spectrum.
In general, we consider Table 4.5 as a proof of the effectiveness and precision of our query,
as it shows the results we expected to obtain, and also reflects the connection between
topics in the DevOps fields, as the same paper usually appears in at least two of the three
main categories: CI/CD, Infrastructure Management and Culture.
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Figure 4.5: Percentage of topic share among all the papers found.

Graph in Fig. 4.5, as previously mentioned, describes to which extent, given the DevOps
taxonomy presented above, each topic has been tackled by the papers we found. Since a
paper might have been assigned to more than one category, the chart represents the share
of interest a particular topic has among all the papers found: the total, i.e., 100%, do not
correspond to 62 (the number of papers found); this is correct, since the graph should
be read not by the point of view of a paper, but from the perspective of each keyword.
For instance, the 43% of papers tackles, in general, Infrastructure Management, and this
implies that 57% do not mention it. The same holds for all the other categories. This
helps us visualize how much interest a specific topic has in the research field, and which
ones need more attention. Here we just present the graph, so that the reader could get a
better idea of how the papers we found are in relation with the keywords, but a deeper
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discussion about this will follow in the next section.

With respect to Fig. 4.3, where we show the most prolific authors, we also want to point
out how they are related to each other and also to the keywords of our taxonomy. To
help us visualize this, Fig. 4.6 shows a graph where the orange nodes are the publications
- identified by (part of) the title - and the blue nodes are the authors. It is possible to
recognize four main clusters.

Figure 4.6: Top authors with relationship among publications and other authors.

The size of each cluster perfectly follows the distribution of papers among the different
topics, even if it is a small set of authors and publications: indeed, the larger cluster is the
one where the most prolific authors, such as Tamburri and Di Nucci, and it is composed
by papers related to Tools, IaC and TOSCA, which are the most popular topics, as we can
see by looking to the outer shell of the graph in Fig. 4.5. Then, follows the second largest
cluster that represent the authors Williams, Rahman A. and Parrin working together in
the Security and Code Smells fields, which are also very popular. The last two clusters
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at the top-right corner represent instead other author with their publications related to,
again, Tools, Security and IaC. Of course, this graph does not represent the whole result
set, but it shows us from a different perspective our initial considerations, and also how
authors worked together in many different studies.

4.5. Results discussion

In this section we discuss the obtained results, by bringing examples of papers belonging
to each of the most popular categories of topics in the DevOps world and also by making
some considerations on the state of the research in these fields.

4.5.1. CI/CD

For what concerns the big topic of CI/CD, we begin with two important papers [41, 64]
that we also classified as milestones in our previous sections. Leite et al. [64] bring
us a very nice study, well documented and well-structured, were they investigate the
DevOps challenges from very different perspective, both from researchers and engineers.
Most importantly, they propose a DevOps conceptual map, which was very useful to
build or taxonomy. Elazhary at al. [41] identify ten practices continuous integration
practices, turning on both practitioners and researchers, showing how these practices could
be beneficial in project contexts, discussing also the challenges related to the differences
on how CI implementations vary.

Della Palma et al. [29] propose a novel tool, namely RADON, to support the different
phases of the DevOps life-cycle, depicting the model and showing its effectiveness in the
various DevOps steps. This particular paper, and in general all the ones related to this
tool, will pop-up in many different topics since they cover much of the DevOps culture.
Similarly, to RADON, the PIACERE project [77] covers the implementation, deployment
and operation of Infrastructure as Code.

Hassan at al. [50] propose a very large systematic literature review on server-less comput-
ing, counting over 270 papers. They cover a broad field, since they answer several research
questions regarding concepts, platforms and usage of server-less computing. Hence, they
also tackle many topics related to CI/CD, in general, providing also a nice taxonomy in
this field.

In their research, Zampetti et al. [121] provide a very nice overview of the whole CI/CD
process, with particular attention to code smells and bad practices. Indeed, their research
spans over many different topics, especially related to security and culture: their study
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is very broad, and they not only make a survey on these concepts, but they also conduct
several interviews with processional developers, in order to build a catalog of CI bad smells,
with 79 individual smells divided in 7 categories. Another paper that discusses challenges
related to CI/CD and deployment of large applications in the DevOps environment is
the one of Jiménez et al. [55]: however, they characterize more general challenges with
respect to Zampetti, since they cover topics such as needs for deployment notations and
tool support for deployment and design.

Finally, another paper that tackles CI/CD in general is the one authored by Helwani et
al. [70] they provide a framework, which we actually classified as belonging to the Culture
keyword in our taxonomy, to support the CI/CD process: this framework is an extension
of the well-known SCRUM methodology.

These were the publication found related to CI/CD in general, but also to other topics.
Now we will briefly depict the publications related to the CI/CD subtopics, highlighting
the most relevant ones:

• Tools. Rahaman et al., in the study that we classified as milestone [85], they make
an SLR to four main IaC-related topics, and among these fall tools for IaC. this study
has been used as basis for our research, since it covers most of the literature until
2018. They also make important considerations on which are the most relevant
research areas of IaC in general. Similarly, another smaller study [22] brings us
a survey regarding Tools, with particular attention for the ones to perform static
analysis of IaC. Gokarna et al. [44] provide an historical review of DevOps, shedding
lights on some popular tools. Although focusing on MLOps tools, we also included
a study [90] were a multi-vocal literature review is performed, tackling MLOps
stools which, however, have been proved to be very effective in the CI/CD process,
since CI/CD is at the basis of both DevOps and MLOps, considering also that
the second discipline is the most recent derivation from DevOps. Tools to support
CI/CD are also listed and discussed in another survey, by Teppan et al. [110], as
also by Buttar et al. [19] who, however, focus on cost reduction and optimization.
Another study [6], where it is proposed a method supported by a tool capable
of dynamically orchestrate a cloud environment, reducing costs, focuses on cost
reduction. The same does Splice [101], a tool capable of reducing costs of cloud
resources, by using Neural Networks. Finally, Fireworks [95] is a tool-framework
developed to cope with long start-up times in the cloud environment, security risks
and memory efficiency, the main goal of reducing costs and run-time environment
usage. The "Muse" tool is proposed by Sokolowski [98], which is used to help not
only the CI/CD process, but also the collaboration between teams, since, as claimed
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by the author, in order to speed-up the CI/CD process it is necessary to decentralize
deployment coordination: the proposed tool helps in this direction as Dalvi [30]
with its approach. In general, tools to support IaC have usually been adopting
one of the following strategies: they can be either model-driven or code-centric.
Sandobalin et al. [93] compare the two approaches. They prove that the model-
driven approach, is more effective than the code-centric one. The RADON tool is
proposed and discussed by Dalla Palama et al. [27–29]. this is actually a framework,
composed of an integrated methodology - hence covering also the culture part of
the DevOps discipline - and a tool-chain to support the design, development and
deployment of serverless function used in data pipelines. TOSCAdata is proposed
by Dehury et al. [33], which is a TOSCA standard extension and also a RADON
extension that focuses on modeling data pipeline-based cloud applications. Another
tool used for similar purposes is SODALITE [63], which focuses more on IaC for
cloud-edge resource modeling. Similarly, The PIACERE project [3, 77] provides
a set of tools, methods and techniques for IaC, with particular interest in quality
and security of infrastructural code (more on that in the security section). Still
related to security, we cite also Rahman et al. [86], a paper that we classified as
a milestone, were in given particular attention to security smells and tools used to
detect them. Quattrocchi et al. [82] worked on a similar topic, since they explored
defects in IaC scripts to build defect prediction models (not proper tools, but still an
artifact that can be used directly on IaC scripts) to improve state-of-the-art defect
prediction tools. MiCADO is proposed by DesLauriers et al. [34] as a tool capable
of generating IaC from metadata. Another way of modeling IaC, i.e.e, TOSCA-
based intent modeling, is proposed by Tamburri et al [109], as they investigate
the novel modeling approach by producing a simple industrial tool featuring the
TOSCA language. Intent-based modeling is also tackled by another paper [68],
which however does not present a tool but rather a proof of concept.

– Deployment. Calcaterra et al [21] propose a methodology which involves
TOSCA, BPMN and some tools capable of automatically generate holistic
management workflows, which spans from modeling to deployment. We have
already mentioned some studies that fall in this category, such as the RADON
tool [29], PIACERE Project [77], the Dynamic IaC solution [98], which aug-
ments static IaC programs for dynamic deployments, and the analysis of de-
ployment specification challenges [55].

– Modeling. Quattrocchi et al. [7] propose a novel declarative modeling frame-
work, particularly directed towards blockchain applications. Another paper
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that falls in this category is the one of Brabra et al. [14], which tackles mod-
eling concepts related to orchestration for cloud resources. Again, RADON
and PIACERE [29, 33, 77] are mentioned in this category since, as we al-
ready stated, are tools that covers multiple steps of the CI/CD lifecycle. The
same hold for the methodology proposed by Caltaterra et al. [21], which fo-
cuses mostly on deployment and modeling based on TOSCA standard, and
TOSCA/based intent modeling proposed by Tamburri et al. [109].

– Versioning. RADON and PIACERE [29, 77] are covering also this area, since
they can be beneficial also in the versioning process. Within the challenges
investigated by Leite et al. [64] there are also some interesting insights on
versioning.

– Testing. In this category we can find a very well documented study per-
formed by Hasan et al. [48] , which identifies six best practices for testing
infrastructural code, in addition to the previously mentioned tools: RADON
and PIACERE.

– Analysis. Large project such as RADON and PIACERE fall again is this
category, as they provide some tools and functionalities able to perform a
certain level of analysis, by detecting and predicting the presence of code smells,
similar to the defect prediction model proposed by Quattrocchi et al. [82]. In
this category also falls Defuse [78], an extension integrated in the RADON IDE
capable of predict software defects. Indeed, we also include in this category
another study [26], which even tough does not discuss or propose a novel tool,
it explains the concepts at the basis of RADON and Defuse, and for this reason
we think it is useful to include it in this section, as it deepens the explanation
of important concepts. These were tools to be applied to infrastructural code,
while Splice [101] is a different concept, since it is a tool meant to analyze
resource usage and reduce cloud costs.

• Automation. The TOSCAdata approach [33] takes a further step towards automa-
tion, since it is capable to produce infrastructural code from metadata, reducing
the human effort to develop IaC scripts. A new Python-based tool is proposed by
Petrovic et al. [80], which enable the automation of static code analysis to achieve
quality and security in IaC scripts, with a web-based interface. Calcaterra et al.
[20] propose a framework similar to the one of Yussupov et a. [118] described as
approach based on BPMN modeling language and TOSCA standard to automati-
cally generate management workflows in the cloud, demonstrating the viability of
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the solution. The already mentioned "Muse" [99] improves deployment automation
by decentralizing the coordination in IaC projects between teams, developers and
resources. As we discussed above, a similar system have been proposed [30], which
focuses on the automation of CCoE requests by introducing a self-service mecha-
nism. Finally, the Neural Network-based system proposed by Bahadori improves
the automatic orchestration system present on the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
for cloud resources.

• Release. The only paper found that explicitly tackles this topic is the previously
mentioned "Testing Practices for Infrastructure as Code" by Hasan et al. [48] which
presents a set of good testing practices and, as a consequence, better quality IaC
releases.

• Operate. SODALITE [63] and RADON [29] are also present in this topic since,
overall, they support IaC script development operation by not only providing tools
but also a methodology and a culture. ACIA [52] is a methodology which, even if
mainly focuses on extending the Agile framework and, in particular, SCRUM, brings
also support to operations by identifying design patterns in Continuous Integration.
Also, Sokolowski [97] proposes a tool that enables truly independent operations in
DevOps teams. The Operate topic is also tackled by Leitner et al. [65], as they
conduct a survey about serverless computing, covering not only frameworks and
collaboration among teams, but operations in general.

• Code. Related to this topic, we point out the work presented by Kokuryo et al. [60],
where they investigate the usages of the imperative modules in an IaC configuration
management tool. Furthermore, we mention, again, RADON [29], as it faces directly
coding challenges in infrastructural code.

• Build. Build topic is also covered by the aforementioned study [60], as it is in-
vestigated not only why are imperative modules used, but also how they are used.
Finally, SODALITE [63] project partly covers Build of IaC scripts.

• Plan. We include here the study conducted by Helwani et al. [52], as ACIA
methodology directly involves planning during the continuous integration process.
Similarly, the Muse tool by Sokolowski [97] involves planning since it helps in the
coordination among DevOps teams.

• Continuous Testing. The extensive survey published in 2019 [85], previously clas-
sified as a milestone, covers a variety of topics in the IaC fields, in particular tools
and challenges. However, it also gives interesting insights on the state-of-the-art of
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tools and techniques for continuous testing, commenting on novel frameworks devel-
oped in the past recent years. Similarly, another study [48] discusses the challenges
and the practices related to infrastructural code testing: it brings a set of six -
continuous - testing practices, applicable to IaC but also to general purpose scripts.

4.5.2. Infrastructure Management

As mentioned in the previous sections, Infrastructure Management keyword identifies a
variety of concepts that are used in the DevOps discipline to support the implementation
of services and applications. In this field, we recognize IaC as the most relevant concept,
as it is also the one with the highest number of papers. However, Many paper that we
classified within the IaC keyword usually are not just related to this general concepts,
but also to more specific ones related not only to infrastructure management but also to
CI/CD and Culture. Among the other concepts that fall in this category we can find
Cloud Services, such as Software as a Service (SaaS) and Function as a Services (FaaS),
which are crucial in today’s world, where companies are moving to the cloud adopting
services such as AWS. On the same page are microservices, as they are a key element at
the basis of the Serverless way of working, were, as we will see, it is strongly suggested
developing small pieces of code, namely serverless functions, which allows the developers
to adopt IaC and CI/CD. Also, Security is a very important topic in this field - with its
sub-categories such as Code Smells, Defects, Prediction and Detection - as there has been,
in the past recent years, a strong research path towards this topic, considering that bad
coding practices tend to develop unstable IaC scripts, which, as a consequence, produce
less reliable application: for this reasons, tools and techniques have been developed to
detect as soon as possible defects in code, and predict the presence of them. In this
field, TOSCA standard is of paramount importance, as it has been used in many different
applications - for instance, it is at the basis of extensive project such as RADON IDE and
SODALITE - thanks to its versatility and applicability to IaC field. Monitoring is the final
topic on our list: unfortunately, no paper has been found directly tackling monitoring;
nonetheless, monitoring has been mentioned by some papers, especially the previously
mentioned ones that cover tools and techniques for cost-reduction. This does not mean
that the topic is irrelevant but, actually, the opposite: research in this direction should be
improved, since in the Serverless setting monitoring is crucial but, unfortunately, it is one
of the last thoughts when building cloud applications, as we will see in the next chapter.

• IaC. Many of the papers we cited in the CI/CD section also fall in this category.
To avoid being repetitive, here we just report the new ones, and among the ones
we already cited only the ones that have IaC as the main topic, such as survey or
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presentations of tools to support IaC development. We begin by mentioning a study
[96] which compares the traditional way of developing code with infrastructure as
code, shedding light over the most common challenges that rise when adopting the
IaC approach. Another practical insight is given by Sorour et al. [102] as they apply
IaC and the DevOps discipline to demonstrate the level of automation that it is pos-
sible to reach with these approaches. Two case studies are also discussed by Souza
et al. [104] in order to prove how infrastructure as code is improving the maturity
level of DevOps both in the Communications industry and Health-Care. A new
way of developing IaC code is proposed by Mascarenhas et al. [68], which discuss
a proof of concept for Int2IT, an intent-based TOSCA infrastructure management
platform based on concepts similar to the ones discussed by Tamburri et al. [109].
A systematic literature review has been conducted by Nedeltcheva et al. [75], were
they explore IaC modeling tools, comparing different solutions and assessing which
one is the best for different scenarios, identifying research areas that stills need to
be further inquired. Another SLR is brought by Kumara et al. [62], which investi-
gates the best and worst practices to - not - apply to IaC development, producing
a taxonomy and practical considerations. Particular attention to Security smells in
Iac scripts is given by Rahman et al. [88] in a paper devoted to practitioners, in
order to help them to avoid insecure practices while developing IaC scripts. Several
interviews have been conducted by Guerriero et al. [47] to investigate the challenges
of adopting IaC in the industry, discussing the advantages and the disadvantages
for practitioners dealing with this concept. We cite also here, although the focus of
the paper is on Code Smells, the research conducted by Rahman et al. [84] were
they analyze repositories to classify the most common security smells in IaC. Also
Dalla Palma et al. [25] cover the topic of Code Smells and Bad practices, discussing
Machine Learning algorithms and rules to detect them in TOSCA compliant scripts;
similarly,Saavedra et al. [92] developed GLITCH, which is a tool that exploits the
power of Machine Learning to detect security smells in IaC. Another paper [76] pro-
poses an architecture and a method to assess architecture conformance according
to security-related practices. Covering the topic of IaC there also another extensive
study by Rahman et al. [83] which is at the basis of their other work [84], as they
analyze infrastructure as code scripts to identify a set of ten source code properties
that correlate with defective scripts. Similarly, in a later work [87] Rahman et al.
they categorize defects in IaC scripts, identifying eight categories of them, producing
also an extensive analysis on their frequency and consequences. Related to security
we can also find the inspection script presented by Petrovic et al. [80], capable of
automating the static analysis of IaC scripts, in particular, Terraform scripts. Of
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course, this kind of papers will be discussed later in the security-related categories.
The RADON approach is introduced by Dalla Palma et al. [27], that is the method-
ology at the basis of the RADON project based on several tools which make use of
Machine Learning techniques, such as the decomposition tool, the defect prediction
tool, and the testing tool. Among the papers we cited in the previous sections, we
recall the SLR by Teppan et al. [110], where they explore the state-of-the-art for
IaC tools and solutions; we mention also the extensive study conducted by Rahman
et al. [85] that covers a variety of DevOps topics, in particular the ones related
to the current status of IaC research. Chiari et al. [22] instead go deeper in the
same direction, by focusing on the most relevant tools for static analysis of IaC.
To conclude this category, we mention a paper that discusses [48] the challenges of
related to IaC testing, identifying a total of six best practices overcoming them.

• Cloud Services. An important contribution in this field is given by Hassan et
al. survey on serverless computing [50], as they cover a variety of topics which
related to cloud services; in particular they make a review on the state-of-the-art of
serverless computing, comparing platform and tools but also analyzing the benefits
and issues of this topic. A piratical insight is given by Keskin et al. [57], where it
is proposed an extension for the Cloud Monitor service, which is a bench-marking
tool for clouds, in order to make it real-time adaptive.

– SaaS. The survey on serverless computing [50] we just cited directly covers also
Software as a Service, which is a key concept of Cloud Services. However, we
want to focus here on another paper [6] that which highlights the importance
of Machine Learning in SaaS field -and, in general, in the Cloud - as it enable
the deployment of sound and effective solutions: in particular, they discuss an
experimental implementation of an Elastic Container Services (ECS) hosted
on AWS, enriched with the ML dynamic orchestration system. Another study
[69], instead, inspects the costs of services provided by AWS: AWS StepFunc-
tions; they make an extensive study where they discuss the best way of using
StepFunctions in order to reduce costs.

– FaaS. Among this topic we can find several papers which typically provide
comparisons and surveys regarding tools or services. For instance, Leitner et
al. [65] investigate the serverless state-of-the-art research with an extensive
SLR, with particular attention for Function-as-a-Services, discussing when it
is used, which are the benefits and the drawbacks, matched by a set of in-
terviews. On the same level we can find another survey [46] that precisely
investigates the current research status of Function-as-a-Service, by discussing
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not only the challenges of this technique but also which are the current tools
available, comparing them with regard to costs and performance. A survey is
also proposed by Eskandani et al. [42] which gives us another point of view
over the state-of-the-art of FaaS services. Another work, by Shin et al. [95],
explores a new tool, namely Fireworks, capable of optimizing FaaS resource
utilization and reducing execution time and thus costs.

• Microservices. The only paper found which explicitly mention Microservices is
the one titled "Survey on Serverless Computing" [50], which mentions the current
status of the research among the microservices topic. However, this does not mean
that Microservices are not relevant in the DevOps discipline: actually, the are of
paramount importance, especially when we deal with IaC; indeed, this topic is
indirectly mentioned by most of the paper we previously cited, although it is not
the core topic of these papers.

• Standards & TOSCA. For what concerns Standards, we will mention only TOSCA:
this happens because in literature, recently, there have been a great attention for
standardization, and TOSCA has raised as the most important one. Actually, we
can find a lot of de-facto standards but TOSCA is the only one that has been devel-
oped explicitly with standardization in mind. We introduce this topic by citing the
paper we classified as a milestone [11], that is a survey about TOSCA, covering many
aspects surrounding this topics, such as tools and applications, producing a taxon-
omy used to categorize the papers analyzed in the survey. TOSCA has been used
in the past recent years at the basis of different tools, frameworks and approaches
that, in the end, have been used as a basis for the current state-of-the-art TOSCA-
based frameworks, such as RADON IDE [29, 78] and SODALITE [63]. We already
mentioned this tools, but we want to underline how the use similar techniques to
use and adapt the TOSCA standard to the IaC scripts development application.
Intent-based TOSCA modeling is a novel concepts studied by two papers [68, 109],
where in the latter one the authors, belonging to the TOSCA technical committee,
propose the new way of producing automated scripts, with the new approach that
represents the evolution of goal-based modelling; the former one, instead, produced
a proof of concepts of the theoretical concepts explained in the other paper. An in-
dept analysis regarding code smells and bad practices in TOSCA compliant scripts
is conducted by [25], where they also propose Machine Learning algorithms and
rules to detect this kind of issues as earlier as possible. In general, paper related to
TOSCA topic cover the importance of finding ways to automatically generate IaC
scripts. For instance, we mention again TOSCAdata, which is a RADON extension
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providing TOSCA models to ease the design technology-specific cloud applications.
On the other hand, a 2022 publication [34] suggests a new methodology to generate
IaC scripts by metadata, using the TOSCA standard. Based on TOSCA, a new
model-driven orchestration approach is proposed by Brabra et al. [14] which lever-
ages TOSCA to describe cloud resource artifact and translate them into technology
specific artifacts. Two other papers [20, 118] produce, instead, a similar framework,
composed by a set of tools and techniques, to automatically generate application
management workflows with BPMN and TOSCA standards, which are at the basis
of RADON IDE. Finally, a case study [7], already mentioned, applies TOSCA based
modeling approach to blockchain applications.

• Monitoring. The only paper [57] that explicitly faces monitoring issues has been
already mentioned, as it extends the capabilities of an already existing tool, Cloud
Monitor, to enhance its capabilities to Real-Time scenarios.

• Security. In their extensive study, Rahman et al. [88] deeply analyze the security
risks in IaC scripts by listing the most common ones and creating a tool, namely
SLAC, capable of detect them. The same author, in collaboration with other ones,
explores the same topic in a more general manner in another study [86], by making
a comparison of the most common smells: in particular, they identify a set of seven
common security smells. Rahman et al. also investigate these issues in another study
[83], where they identify ten source code properties that correlate with defective
scripts, but applying it to IaC scripts in general. The previously mentioned study
by Dalla Palma et al. [25], similarly to the work conducted by Rahman in many
of is studies, investigates the security-related issues - in particular, code smells -,
with particular attention to the technology-agnostic standard, TOSCA. It is also
presented a comparison between ML-based and metrics-based detectors for such
security smells. An approach to measure conformance to security-related practices
is proposed by Ntentos et al. [76], which is based on a set of metrics that are used in
conjunction with some statistical methods, so that it is possible to assess with a high
level of accuracy the quality of IaC scripts. We can also find few security-related
tools - besides the ones we previously cited in other sections such as RADON IDE
- such as GLITCH [92] and IaC Scan Runner [80].

– Code Smells. The survey [88] and comparison [86] cited above, although
covering security within IaC script in general, they are particularly directed
towards security smells related issues; the same holds for the technical insight
given by Dalla Palma et al. [25] where the challenges of facing security smells in
IaC scripts are also discussed. Rahman et al. [25, 83], the most prolific author
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in this field, as we mentioned before conducted some studies in this field, giving
particular focus towards Security Smells in IaC scripts, producing taxonomies
and discussing the implications of the presence of these smells in the code.
DEFUSE [78] and GLITCH [92] are the two tools that we mentioned before in
other categories, which find their application in the context of detecting and
predicting code smells. Finally, an extensive study [82] regarding metrics to
assess the quality of IaC scripts and applying them to improve the state-of-
the-art defect prediction models.

– Defects. A classification of bad practices in proposed by Zampetti et al.
[121], where are also explored the consequences of adopting such practices in
IaC scripts development and the defects they introduce in code. However,
a more comprehensive classification of defects is proposed by Rahman et al.
[87], as they produce a taxonomy of eight defect categories as a consequence
of the extensive qualitative analysis they perform over fourteen-hundred IaC
scripts. The same author uses that study as the basis for another research [86],
where similarly security smells are classified. We also mention here the research
conducted by Quattrocchi et al. [82], as they cover a wide variety of defects
present in IaC scripts. To conclude, we briefly mention another publication by
Dalla Palma et al. [28], considering that they apply a set of metrics to predict
the presence of defects in IaC; however, we will discuss this later in the next
topics.

– Prediction. In this category, we can find three studies [28, 78, 82] that are
conducted around the same authors - in particular, Tamburri - where they
explore not only which are the most common smells, but also what are the
best metrics that we can use to predict the presence of such smell in many IaC
scripts. In the end, they produce a tool, namely DEFUSE, which is the part
of the RADON IDE tool-set capable indeed to predict the presence of defect
in IaC scripts.

– Detection. We conclude this section by discussing the last three papers.
DEFUSE [78] is not only capable of predicting the presence of IaC defects,
but also to detect it, and the same holds for GLITCH [92]. Finally, IaC Scan
Runner [80] is meant to detect the presence of code smells in IaC code.
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4.5.3. Culture

As discussed during the presentation of our taxonomy, Culture refers to all the elements
related to the human aspect of the DevOps discipline, in particulars the ones that define
the interaction among managers, developers and teams. It is a core aspect of a DevOps
environment, and it affects, directly or indirectly, all the others topics discussed in the
previous sections. We keep stressing to highlight how, in the DevOps discipline, interac-
tion is a core element. This is due to the fact that the continuous interchange of feedback,
knowledge, collaboration and practices are the very first elements that started the advent
of the CI/CD practices and IaC methodology in the industry. Among the subtopics we
can find here, the most populated are Practices and Framework. Of course, this does
not mean that research in the other categories is not developed, or they are considered of
low relevance, in particular, we could not find teams-related papers: instead, most of the
topics in this area are out of the scope of our research. However, many tools we found
strongly affect, in general, culture and the way of working in teams and, so, we will find
some papers discussing tools also in the Practices and Framework topics.

Regarding Culture, in general, we can find four publications among our set. The first one
the the SLR by Rahman et al. [85], that we already found in other topics such as Tools and
IaC, since it covers many aspects of the DevOps discipline: in particular, it covers some
tools and practices that are helpful to coordinate the work of people in this field. Another
survey [64] discusses the challenges of many DevOps areas, such as CI/CD, but it also
focuses on the challenges related to the collaboration among developers and operators.
However, the most relevant paper we found in this are in the one by Sokolowski et al.
[99], where they investigate how it is possible to reduce delays caused by slow coordination
by teams fin a serverless environment, by suggesting a new decentralized tool capable of
reducing the dependency on manual coordination - i.e., via email. phone, etc - between
people. We conclude by mentioning the RADON approach [29]: we have already seen
how this tool-set cover most of the topics we identified in the DevOps discipline, and it
also covers the cultural aspect since it provides a sound and complete methodology for
people to follow in order to reduce the effort while developing FaaS products.

• Knowledge. Among the research paper we found, few of them - partly - cover the
Knowledge topic. ACIA [52] is a methodology introduced as a SCRUM extension,
i.e., the evolution of the Agile Framework, which is capable of improving the shar-
ing of knowledge among team members: in fact, with a set of small changes to the
SCRUM method is it possible to reach a higher level of communication within the
team when implementing new design solution, improving the tasks’ templates and
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the feedback on design solutions. We also mention "Muse" [99], already discussed
in other sections, which enable automatic coordination across teams by leveraging
decentralized communication, in a self-service manner, so that team members can
ask for resources or services by expressing wishes and, if available, they are auto-
matically assigned to them so that there is no need to wait for manual intervention.
The previously mentioned extensive SLR conducted by Rahman et al. [85] also falls
in this category, as it mentions the challenges related to the lack of knowledge when
practitioners are introduced to IaC.

• Practices. In the Practices topic we can found a wide variety of paper, most of
them already seen in the other categories, that discuss which are the good and
the bad practices when developing IaC solutions. Practices are usually related
to security, as if bad practices are adopted they have negative consequences in
infrastructural code. Among these papers we have the two studies involving Rahamn
et al. [48, 85], where in the former are discussed what the state-of-the-art good
practices are when developing IaC, while in the latter great attention is given towards
testing practices, showing how the adoption of good practices can avoid or mitigate
the presence of defection in IaC scripts deployed in production environments. Three
studies [29, 62, 78] involving Tamburri et al. directly cover this topic - although
others are also indirectly connected to it - as the first one consist of an SLR where,
given insights from industry, it is produced a catalog of best and bad practices
to - not - adopt when developing IaC code, mostly deriving from practitioners
in this field. The other two studies instead involve the RADON project, which
embodies all the theoretical results regarding best and bad practices produced by
many different authors in the past recent years. Two other publications [41, 121]
discuss the most common practices adopted in the DevOps culture, in particular
with respect to CI/CD for the first paper, where are also given interesting insights
from industry, and to bad practices that generate defect in IaC scripts for the second
one. A practical comparison on two practices, i.e., the adoption of model-driven or
code-centric tools, is given by Sandobalin et al. [93]. They compare two tools,
in order to provide empirical effectiveness of the two different approaches. Bad
practices are investigated by Ntentos et al. [76], in particular the ones that as
a consequence produce security issues in IaC deployments; furthermore, it is also
presented a methodology, based on metrics, to assess whether or not a script follows
good or bad practices. New practices are also presented for what concern Cloud
Services by two studies [57, 81] to enhance automation when dealing with cloud
architectures. The first study in particular proposes an evolution of Cloud Monitor
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service, while the second publication proposes a set of strategies to improve the
AWS Cloud adoption.

• Framework. Some relevant frameworks we cite here are PIACERE [3], Int2IT [68],
RADON-related frameworks [20], Muse [97, 99] and ACIA [52]. We have already
discusses most of them, as they cover several aspects of the DevOps discipline,
although some of them will be also discusses in the remaining topics, as they are
specific to particular aspects of the DevOps Culture. Frameworks are also discussed
by some surveys and SLRs [44, 83, 85] which we have already previously seen, where
they investigate the stet-of-the-art of tools and framework developed to support
DevOps operations and development stages.

• Collaboration. Collaboration is a core investigation topic of Sokolowki et al., as
they discuss in two papers [97, 99] what are the current limitation to teams collabo-
ration in DevOps, and how it is possible to improve in this direction by proposing a
novel, decentralized tool, Muse, meant to avoid manual coordination across teams.
Also RADON [29] has some insights on collaboration, as in the methodology it
is forseen the used of the tool by different team members, with specific assigned
roles. Finally, Tamburri et al. [109] indirectly intimate collaboration in their new
intent-based TOSCA modeling way of working.

• Product Management. Here we only cite a publication [81] where a set of stages
are discussed, as they provide a guidance when managing product migration from
on-premises solutions to AWS cloud.

• Feedback. In this section we briefly cite again the Muse tool [99] that, as we pre-
viously said, enhances communication and feedback among cross-functional teams,
improving deployment automation.

• Compliance. Although this topic is not the main focus of our research, we mention
a study by Tamburri et al. [109]. In this study it is presented a new way of
working with IaC products, by declaring intents - goal - using TOSCA models,
which are constructs capable of enhancing compliance to models and allowing to
better describe and orchestrate cloud service applications.

• Cost Reduction. Cost reduction is a very important topic when we talk about
DevOps and Serverless computing. Although out of the scope of our research, we
found two papers covering this topic. One [101] proposes a novel platform, namely
SPLICE, capable of improving performance and cost-reduction when blending mul-
tiple services in the Cloud environment. By introducing a small amount of overhead,
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this ML-based platform claims to reach savings up to 30%. The other study [69]
extensively explores the costs of AWS Step Functions, by discussing which are the
factors that affect the raise in costs when adopting this technology.

4.5.4. Final Discussion: Answering To The Research Questions

In the previous sub-sections we discussed the contents of the papers we classified by
category. That was a mandatory step in order to get sound and complete answers to our
initial research questions.

Before doing that, however, we want to analyse what are the most investigated areas in
the DevOps discipline, and which ones need to be further explored. At a first glance,
our classification, with the related graphs and statistics, clearly depicts a scenario where
some topics such as CI/CD, Tools, IaC, TOSCA and Practices are deeply investigated
by researchers and scholars, while some other topics such as Microservices, Monitoring,
Plan, Build are mostly never considered. However, this interpretation is misleading and
does not take into account one crucial aspect.

The taxonomy made in the previous sections should be interpreted as something that
holds and it is true anyways, also outside our research, as it is intended as being valid
for the DevOps discipline independently of the paper we classified. Of course, it is still
open to expansion, as we previously said, since it has been derived by the contents of the
papers we found, and it is possible that few topics were never mentioned.

With this in mind, we can affirm that DevOps, in general, is a very hot topic. The
increase amount of interest towards this discipline can be ascribed to the ever-increasing
adoption of DevOps and its methodologies in the industry: indeed DevOps is not that
recent invention if we think in terms of technology, as methodologies, tools, and techniques
evolve every year more rapidly than before. However, its mass-scale adoption happened in
the past recent years: this pushed again interest of researchers in the field, who focused the
attention in specific sub-topics, such as IaC and Tools, to improve the current technology
and promote even more its adoption. We can affirm that all the researches we found have
in common one underlying concept, which is the following.

The DevOps culture relies on many different technologies and methodologies. Most of the
fall under the umbrella of the word "Cloud", which covers, among the others, concepts
like FaaS, SaaS, Serverless. These theoretical concepts can be found in the industry under
an uncountable number of vendors, proprietary technologies and languages. This variety
of instruments created, over the years, a divergence between technologies, as each vendor
created more and more different ways of implementing a specific technology, increasing
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even more the differences in an already fragmented world. Nowadays this has been seen
by researchers as an issue that is necessary to fix or mitigate: developers, operators,
managers and practitioners in general are covered by an immense amount of technologies,
and this not only slows down development when new techniques are adopted, since they
need to learn new practices from scratch, but also the heterogeneity causes an issue when,
for instance, one company substitutes the adoption of one platform, sold by a vendor, to
another one sold by another vendor. Indeed, the consequence of this issues is the so-called
vendor lock-in: a threat to companies, since teams might remain bounded to a specific
service, even if they want to abandon it, because changing to another one is too much
expensive, not only in terms of money, but also time and resources, most of them used to
train practitioner for the new technology.

From our investigation we state that, not only there is a solution to this problem from
a theoretical perspective, but physical tools and practices already exists and have been
developed to address the issues. There is one underlying concept among all the most ad-
vanced and promising solutions: standardization. In particular, the OASIS TOSCA stan-
dard, born to describe the topologies of cloud applications, has been applied to automate
the development and deployment of IaC. It is present in most of the state-of-the-art tools,
such as the ones we mentioned before, namely RADON IDE, SODALITE, PIACERE and
other frameworks.

However, the discussion above only scratches the surface of a deeper rabbit hole: these
were just the high-level issues, but for each step of DevOps practice many other have been
found, and as much solutions have been proposed to solve them.

One of the main topics we found that gained a great interest in scientific literature is
Code Smells, or in general, bad practices and security-related issues in IaC. Practitioners
may unintentionally develop IaC scripts introducing security smells, which lead to security
weaknesses that can be dangerous for the whole system, producing security breaches. This
kind of security smells, but also bad practices, as stated by many papers we have cited in
the previous sections, are mostly the same we can find in traditional code development;
however, new type of smells have been found which were not present before due to the
nature of IaC. Indeed, a lot of work has been made to collect, identify and classify the
most common smells we can find in IaC scripts, to help practitioners gain awareness on the
issue and provide them a reference they can use to avoid this kind of issue when developing
IaC scripts. Taxonomies, challenges and guides have been written in this field, and they
mostly converge to the same results, although we have to admit that most of the paper
found involved the same few researchers, as one study is typically the evolution of the
previous one. Many of the papers do not produce a practical guide that practitioners can
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use to avoid this kind of issues, but other papers, where present new tools or frameworks,
use their results to produce useful tool to automate the detection and prediction of these
security smells.

Indeed, we found a lot of papers presenting tools and frameworks which not only help to
detect and predict the code smells, such as Defuse, now a RADON IDE plug-in, but also
tools capable of improving automation, reliability and, in general, quality in the whole
IaC scripts development process. Besides independent tools developed by smalls teams
or methodologies, algorithms and code created to address very specific issues, such as
cost-reduction heuristics, defect detection or prediction - we have seen how ML and AI, in
particular Deep Neural Networks, have been used in this field -, most of the tools we have
seen are based on the TOSCA standard, and they are meant to support the development
of IaC scripts by applying standards-based modeling.

We mentioned also how cost-reduction is a topic of paramount importance when dealing
with serverless applications, and although very few papers have been found in this field
- this was not a crucial topic for our research - we recognize how cost-reduction cannot
be put aside, since DevOps main objective is to increase the Return of Investment by
reducing development time and increasing software quality. For this reason, we found
interesting how research are trying to improve methods to reduce costs, by means of
Artificial Intelligence, which is capable of outperform the solutions provided by vendors.
It is also worth mentioning that costs is a really hot topic for companies, and cloud
services vendors usually do not provide clear ways of describing how costs are evaluated
and managed.

The research topics we just mentioned gravitate around one other main topic, that is
culture, which is also important to discuss since it indirectly touches all the other disci-
pline involved in DevOps. In particular, we have seen how speed in developing serverless
application is strictly dependent on the ability of teams and practitioners to coordinate
with stakeholders and other teams. Indeed, this is the first are where DevOps found its
application. For this reason, multiple studies we found tackle new ways for improving com-
munication, coordination and planning, by introducing new methodologies, frameworks,
or extending new ones. We can asses that feedback is a very important tool practitioners
should use to improve in this field. Many tools support that, by automating the com-
munication between teams - such as Muse - avoiding manual coordination, and other
tools provide ways of works that have been proven to increase quality and throughput in
software development.

We now give a clear answer to the research questions of this SLR:
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• RQ1. What are the current challenges DevOps discipline is facing? We state that
currently DevOps is facing challenges under many aspects, from Culture to Tools.
Culture needs improvement in automating the communication among team, stake-
holders and practitioners. Many tools and new ways of working have been recently
developed, but the main issues remains their adoption, since companies are usually
skeptical in adopting new, open source, tools. Also another challenge is related to
IaC adoption and standardization: IaC is a very powerful technology; however, to
gain some improvements by adopting it, is necessary to follow good practices. In
this sense, standardization - namely TOSCA - can be of paramount help since it
has been proven several times how applying standards to IaC development can be
beneficial. However, this is a recent topic of research and the technology is still not
mature enough to be adopted at industry level. The last challenge we want to men-
tion is the way it the reduction of code smells, bad practices and security issues in
the IaC field. IaC is well-known to companies and many of them adopt it but, unfor-
tunately, issues that have been known for years in traditional software development
have been found also in IaC. Detect code smells is of paramount importance in IaC
scripts, since a faulty definition of the infrastructure can lead to catastrophic issues:
tools have been and still are under development, but it is necessary to improve in
this direction, since their efficacy needs to be proven also in the industry.

• RQ2. What is the role of Infrastructure as Code in DevOps? Infrastructure as Code
in a quite novel but yet popular way of defining the infrastructure necessary to de-
ploy serverless solutions. Indeed, its role is critical in serverless environments, or
it is necessary even in on-premises solutions, when teams want to avoid to directly
manage the underlying hardware that is necessary to run a specific application.
However, it is able to abstract the underlying hardware infrastructure to code de-
velopers, allowing them to take every single piece of application, be it a function,
a database, a VM, and declare how they need to be deployed: there is no need to
specify what it is actually needed to run them, and for this reason a big chunk of
work is removed in the development process. However, IaC is not only an abstrac-
tion, but it is actually the latest evolution of automation in CI/CD pipelines: in
fact, with IaC it is possible to gain another level of automation, since it is possible
to speed-up CI/CD pipelines by, every time, producing a new version of IaC scripts
and deploy only the new changes completely automatically.

• RQ3. How TOSCA standard can improve the development and adoption of Infras-
tructure as Code? Many technologies exist to support IaC and this is an issue:
they are too many. Although this is a good think since having many technologies
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competing between each others leads to better products, this can be a problem for
practitioners since, even in the same company, might need to learn more than one
tool for doing the same thing. This is of course related to the fact that each tech-
nology adopts peculiar paradigms that might be missing in another technology. For
this reason is of paramount importance to support reach for standardization in this
field, since we have seen how TOSCA have been able to abstract constructs present
in many different technologies. TOSCA standard is the most prominent in this field
and it has been proven to provide great benefits in automating the development
and deployment of serverless applications. TOSCA standard is at the basis of many
projects we have mentioned, such as PIACERE, RADON and SODALITE. In these
applications, TOSCA is the basis for complete automation of design, deployment,
testing and versioning of IaC.

• RQ4. What are the most recent tools developed to support standards-based IaC script
development? In our discussion we have seen that many different tools have been
developed to support standards-based IaC development. They all rely on TOSCA,
and they usually cover the whole development process, following the DevOps Cul-
ture. RADON, PIACERE and SODALITE are the most prominent in this field,
since they are the most complete: they are born thanks to the support of European
Union funding. They all provide a state-of-the-art tool-set to model, verify, simu-
late and monitor IaC solutions. The most relevant aspect of these tools is that they
comprehensively help to solve most of the challenges we discussed in the previous
sections, from security smell detection - since they make use of algorithms, typically
ML-based, to detect and predict faulty scripts - but also they provide an abstrac-
tion to develop technology-agnostic models for IaC solutions without replacing the
services offered by the most popular vendors, but enriching them.

4.6. Threats to Validity

In this section we discuss what are the threats to validity of our systematic literature
review.

For what concerns the internal validity, several threats can be found which, however, we
tried to mitigate as much as possible since we followed popular guidelines for SLRs. The
main internal of our study resides in the way the DevOps taxonomy has been developed.
As we previously said, before starting to make the taxonomy we looked at other papers,
not necessarily related to DevOps, which developed some taxonomies in order to have
a better clue on how to properly make one. Most of these papers followed an iterative
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process where, considering the topics and keywords tackled by each publication found
in the search process, continuously optimize the taxonomy, starting from basic concepts,
in order to obtain, at each iteration, a more refined taxonomy. This is the process we
followed. However, the main difference between the other studies is that in our case the
taxonomy is valid also outside the SLR, in the sense that we tried to build an overall
taxonomy of DevOps concepts, and then we tried to fit our findings to it: the reason
why wanted to reason in this way is that we think that this taxonomy can be reused
and extended by other publications. Indeed, the main problem of our taxonomy is that
it might be incomplete. Also, other important threats to validity are the criteria used
to include papers in the study: in fact, given the the study has been conducted by
just one person, it is obvious that, even if we tried to stick to well-known guidelines,
the subjective component cannot be neglected: some relevant papers might have been
excluded. Furthermore, this applies also to the choice of snowballed papers, which choice
suffers even more to the author’s bias.

A threat to the external validity, still related to the fact that the SLR has been conducted
by one person, is the choice of the search engine: Elsevier’s Scopus. The choice of this
engine was made because, among all the others, it seemed to be the easiest to use, and also
it allows to export the results directly in a Comma-Separated Values (CSV) file without
the need of external tools: this allowed us to speed-up the review process. The problem
here is that the engine might have excluded some important references. Still related to
this problem, the way research has been conducted, i.e., through the use of a research
query, might have influenced the obtained results and important papers might have been
excluded. As mentioned in the previous sections, the research query has been built in
an iterative process, each time adding or removing keywords and modifying the query
structure. Although each time we compared the results and checked the kind of paper
were included in the results, we cannot be sure that the final query we used is the best
one, but we can be sure that is the one that produced the best results set we could have
worked on.

As we can see, although this study is not immune by threats, if we consider that the
research has been conducted by one person, we can assert that it has been reached a
reasonable level of objectivity.

4.7. Conclusions

In this chapter we presented a systematic literature review over a variety of topics, in
particular addressed towards IaC, Standardization and TOSCA, covering, in general, a
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wide spectrum of the DevOps culture. We produce a threefold contribution with our work:
(a) a structured literature review of the most recent publications, addressing the lack of
state-of-the-art reviews regarding tools and standards in the IaC field; (b) a taxonomy of
the DevOps culture, which does not exist yet and helps to clarify the DevOps topics and
how they interact between each other; (c) an extensive analysis of the current challenges
of DevOps, with particular interest in Security, IaC, Tools and TOSCA. According to the
statistics we made in our research, we think that the main topics we addressed will remain
relevant for the near future in the research community, as they need further exploration
and as it is witnessed by the authors of the papers we found. In addition, our systematic
literature review helps to reduce the barrier for novice developers and researchers for
entering the very complex and multi-faced DevOps field. Finally, our findings can be used
as grounding for future studies, stimulating the research in IaC and standardization.
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In the previous chapters we shed light on many topics related to the DevOps methodology,
with particular interest in tools and standardization: within these two main research fields,
the OASIS Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications standard
is the one that in the past recent years has gained a lot of attention by the research
community. Based on this standard, many tools have been proposed to help practitioners
develop IaC architectures in the various phases of the DevOps life-cycle, such as the
RADON IDE, PIACERE Project, SODALITE Project and other mentioned in the SLR
chapter. In particular, the RADON IDE project arouse our interest, as it provides a
set of different tools, combined in a unique Integrated Development Environment, which
are able to help developers in modeling, designing, deploying applications, but also to
predict and detect code smells: it covers a wide range of topics, and for this reasons we
want to investigate how it works, how easy it easy to use, what are its advantages and
disadvantages in a real word scenario. We propose in this section a case study, were we
apply the RADON IDE within a data producer team of a semiconductors company: NXP
Semiconductors. Before diving in our case study, we want to make a short introduction to
the semiconductor industry, and explain why we decided to chose that kind of company.

5.1. Semiconductor Industry Outlook

The semiconductor industry is one of the fastest growing markets which, in the past
recent years, have seen companies facing an ever-increasing amount of demand for their
products. Although this sounds like very good news for the industry, it is also source of
many problems which are catalyzed by many different factors, both internal and externals
to the industries themselves.

Chip shortages of the past recent years and the COVID-19 pandemic - that elicited even
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more the demand - have worsened an already critical situation [8, 16, 17], leading to a
deep crisis affecting the entire industry, not only semiconductor value chains - from wafer
factories and chip design to PCB assembly - but also all the industries strictly dependent
to chip supply; in particular, the automotive market is the most affected by these shortages
[16]. Nonetheless, this situation was not caused only by COVID-19, which instead acted
as a catalyst in an already compromised situation, but was made even worse also by the
USA-China trade war, an intense competition within the industry itself, fabs operating
at full capacity and lack of semiconductors [8, 16, 17]: these are just few of the causes of
this crisis, and we are scratching the surface of a very complex problem.

Chip shortage has been caused also by structural deficiencies and bottlenecks in the
semiconductor industry: there are not just external causes, but also internal ones [8,
18]. Technology leadership, long-term R&D, resilience, talent, ecosystem capabilities
and greater capacity are the six critical areas [17] which suffer the most and that can
be severely improved. In general, semiconductor companies, and in particular integrated
device manufacturers, fall behind in each of these areas in comparison with other industries
[17, 18]: talent acquisition and retention has been highlighted as the most critical area
[17, 18].

All these problems are expected to get even worse, since it is expected to be a higher
demand in the next years, considering also new incoming technologies, which will stress
chip industry even more [10].

The solution to chip shortage would be to increase fabs output but, however, not all the
companies would benefit from it since each of them is different and costs to built new
plants are incredibly high - even for big companies - not considering the long times to
build them, which would not solve the problem in the short term [17]. Cheaper and faster
solutions are necessary to be found.

Business intelligence and competitive intelligence are two processes that encompass many
technologies such as analytics, dashboards, data mining and reporting to analyze data
and get information to support making critical and strategic decisions. These techniques
use an immense amount of data, stored in data warehouse, data marts and data lakes. In
addition to this, many operations running at chip-design level and hardware design pro-
cesses run on cloud infrastructure, which is stressed by an immense amount of structured
ad unstructured data and operations flowing through it. This is one area that requires
further investigation and improvements.

Analyzing this phenomenon alone would require too much time and effort, but most
importantly it is out of the scope of our work. However, it is important being aware of
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the context we are working in and the challenges the industry is facing.

5.2. The Value of Data

Considering the discussion above, we can state that, even if it is not the direct subject of
our research, data are a fundamental underlying asset: they are the most valuable asset
of the last decade and it will be even more valuable in the future [9]. But why it is so
valuable? The answer to this question is not that straightforward, since it is not a topic
systematically evaluated.

Even if some common elements can be found when discussing why data are so valuable,
in order to give a clear answer we have to consider the context in which they are used.
We can say, however, that data are an important asset that, if used properly, can bring a
huge impact to a company’s business.

(Big) Data represent an opportunity for companies, and the ability of effectively man-
aging this opportunity is a key advantage over the competition. If used properly, data
represent a new factor on the same level of human capital and hard assets. If we consider
the manufacturing sector, factories equipped with the proper technologies can achieve
improvements in design, production and product quality: an industry adopting these
technologies is called Industry 4.0 [119].

Data value is generated in many different ways, and it has repercussions in a variety of
fields. Figure 5.1 represent the dimensions of the data value ecosystem. As we can observe,
there is a large variety of variables involved around big data. First of all, a high level of
expertise is necessary to bring value from data, as well as strong domain knowledge. The
right technologies must be carefully chosen to overcome the issues related to acquiring
heterogeneous data sources, store a huge amount of data, real-time data processing and
interoperability. Furthermore, applications are necessary to deliver data to customers to
support many different aspect of production and actively benefit from the value of data.
Business models should also be employed to simulate growth in economic activity. Finally,
it is also necessary to consider the social implications of big data and the legal aspects,
such as privacy and regulations.
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Figure 5.1: Big Data Value Ecosystem [9].

Data are an asset, they are information. For this reason, to define value we can refer to
the Seven Information Laws proposed by Moody & Walsh in 1999 [73], who for the first
time identified the laws that govern information behavior as an economic resource:

• Information is infinitely shareable;

• The value of information increases with use;

• Information is perishable;

• The value of information increases with accuracy;

• The value of information increases when combined with other information;

• More is not necessarily better;

• Information is not depletable.

These laws helps us to reach the objective of defining value. However, determine value
is not possible if we do not define a purpose, as the interests in information define how
valuable actually is.

If we consider the semiconductor industry, data can be used not only to improve the quality
of the final products, enhancing the production line and increase the quality controls, but
also have extreme value for business decisions. For instance, hardware engineers use
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Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools to create and verify chip designs: these tools
use a huge amount of resources, and they are computationally intensive. Semiconductor
companies rely on very large High Performance Computing (HPC) systems that provide
all the necessary resources to the designers. However, resources are limited and some
EDA jobs occupy a large amount of resources. It might be necessary to kill jobs that
occupy compute slots for long time, idling. This example falls in the category of resource
optimization, and in order to do so, it is necessary to collect data through a Real-Time
Monitoring (RTM) system capable of collecting data of HPC nodes usage. By using
historical data, it is possible to predict the computational load of resources and manage
them properly, to avoid resource waste [119].

This is just an example of why data can be so valuable, but many other applications exist
where data are an important resource that can be used to make the right decisions. This
process is called data-driven decision making, and business intelligence is the discipline
that regulates it. It is in this context that we worked.

5.3. Introducing the Company’s Environment

Considering all the previous insights on the current status of the semiconductor indus-
try and the importance of data in the business intelligence decision-making process, we
conducted a study in collaboration with NXP Semiconductors (NXP from now on), one
of the largest semiconductors companies in the world. Their focus is the design and the
production of silicon technologies for - mainly - the automotive industry and smartphone
industry.

In the past recent years, NXP adopted the DevOps strategy to support the development
of the infrastructure used to retrieve data from different sources and load them in their
many data lakes, in order to support a wide range of governance decisions. In particular,
they use the well-known SCRUM methodology, scaled-up for big companies: the SAFe
methodology.

Both of these methods are the latest evolution of the Agile framework, which is, as we
have seen in our SLR, one of the pillars of the DevOps culture. SAFe allows teams
and stakeholders to align to a shared mission and vision. At the basis of the whole
process resides the following concept: The most efficient and effective method of conveying
information to and within a development team is a face-to-face conversation1. As we
have previously discussed, communication is the most important element of DevOps.

1https://www.agilealliance.org/agile101/12-principles-behind-the-agile-manifesto/
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Daily meetings, weekly review sessions and planning weeks are there to enhance the
collaboration withing team members and different teams.

In our specific case, we worked with a data producer team, which is in charge of developing
and maintaining the platform used to collect data from different sources, clean them and
load them on the data lake. These data are used by other teams, as they apply machine
learning and statistical algorithms to retrieve useful information to support business and
governance decisions across the organization.

We worked with the team for a period of 5 months.Throughout this period, the team
experienced fluctuations in its resources. The core team consisted of six engineers, ex-
cluding ourselves and other students. This number falls exactly in the suggested size for
DevOps teams, as it has been proved that small teams - that is, ten or fewer individuals2

- suite better in the Agile framework.

For the whole period we worked with the company, the team was dealing with the problem
of maintaining a data ingestion infrastructure, while at the same time migrating from an
on-premises environment to a cloud platform. The company adopts a wide variety of
cloud tools provided by different vendors. The NXP employs various tools to facilitate
their daily operations, including log- and metric-collection, alerting, and notification via
ticketing-systems to detect and resolve operational issues. These tasks align with the
typical responsibilities of a DevOps team.

5.4. The Team and Its Goal

The SCRUM3 methodology suggests dividing the work into sprints, i.e., short periods of
time, were are defined a set of user stories. Each user story represents a specific topic
on which a team member should work, typically belonging to a bigger topic. Which
stories will be done on a specific sprint and how big a Story is, it is decided during the
planning sessions, where each team member can vote the amount of effort a Story requires
and, according to the team’s capacity (the working power), a certain amount of stories is
chosen.

During the 5 months period of collaboration with NXP, the team was focusing on improv-
ing the system developed in the past months, by introducing higher level of monitoring
and optimizing resource usage. However, to better understand the main objectives of the
team, here follows a list of all the team’s activities:

2https://scaledagileframework.com/agile-teams/
3https://www.scrum.org
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• Build data ETL pipelines: ETL pipelines are necessary to ingest data from data
sources and load them on the Data Lake;

• Monitor data streams: ETL data streams must be monitored in order to be aware
of the status of the system and act in case of failures or other issues;

• Data gap detection: among the issues the team deals with, data gaps is the most
common one and detect it is compulsory;

• Re-ingestion to fix gaps: in case data gaps are detected, it is required to re-ingest
the data and fix the gaps;

• Data quality checking: data quality is another important activity carried out by the
team, since data loaded on the data lake must reach a certain level of quality;

• Notify data consumers: data consumers must always be aware of status of the
ingestion pipelines of their data;

• Clean data: among the data quality checks, data cleaning is the most common
practice;

• De-duplicate data: data de-duplication is a compulsory activity to remove duplicate
record: only one unique instance of data is kept;

• Share with consumers: consumers that used specific data must always be able to
access them;

• Manage cloud platform: the maintenance of the cloud platform is fully managed by
the team.

All of these activities are related to the environment depicted in Figure 5.2. As we can
see, we are dealing with 12 different data sources, which can be of 3 different kinds: files,
logs and data streams: in general, we can say that these data are related to time sheets,
project names, licenses, jobs, tools usage and project storage accounts.

Given the diversity in data sources, not only in the content but also in the type of
sources, we are dealing with a very complex environment. On each of these data sources
an ingestion process is performed, where data are cleaned and prepared for the data lake.
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Figure 5.2: Team activities overview.

In the picture it is not shown the process of ingesting data - as we will discuss it later -
but it is show how data are used by the stakeholders: mostly, reports and analyses are
performed to improve efficiency and in the end, cost reduction, typically by the help of
ML-trained models.

5.5. The Proof-of-Concept

Given all the previous considerations, in this section we introduce the reader to the work
done in collaboration with NXP Semiconductors.

5.5.1. Introduction

In their cloud environment, the team is dealing with around 200 ETL pipelines. ETL
jobs are deployed through a serverless data integration service, that allows the creation
of complex ETL pipelines to load data into data lakes. The service is based on Apache
Spark4, the open-source multi-language unified analytics engine for executing large scale
data processing.

Most of the jobs configured in the deployment environment are used to retrieve data
from different on-premises data sources and load them, after several quality checks, on

4https://spark.apache.org/
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the team’s data lake. For this reason, these jobs, among other configuration settings,
need a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) connection, as they need to connect through several
sub-nets to the local database instances.

Figure 5.3: Architecture overview.

ETL jobs are configured to retrieve data from a wide variety of sources, and in order to
do so they rely on other services provided by the cloud vendors, which are storage services
and NoSQL databases. The important aspect to consider is that they have been chosen
to benefit from scalability support, data availability, security and performance offered by
the fully-managed services.

Figure 5.3 depicts the high-level architecture of the system we are dealing with. As we can
see, jobs need to connect to a VPC in order to access the on-premises HPC Clusters, where
most of the data sources reside. Supposing that no issues happen during this process,
each ETL job accesses a storage unit to load the ingested data. This is an over-simplified
view of the real architecture, and there are some issues that needs to be solved, as we will
see in the next section.

Figure 5.4: ETL pipelines architecture, with data source and target.

Figure 5.4 gives us further details regarding the high-level architecture of the system we
are dealing with. In particular, we can see how ETL jobs are scheduled in the team’s
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cloud environment. Time-based events trigger a workflow, also known as an orchestrator
or state machine. Each step in a workflow is called a state: a unit of work, with inputs
and outputs that a cloud service performs. This service is used to start the serial or
parallel execution of a predefined set of ETL pipelines within the function orchestrator:
this is the place were issues might arise due to the connection to Virtual Private Cloud
required by the ETL jobs. Finally, the ingestion pipelines write the processed and raw
data to their target storage folder. From here, data consumers accounts can read data,
which are shared with them, to made further processing and evaluation.

5.5.2. The issues

The architecture discussed above, although it satisfies the preliminary requirements for
a basic working of the ingestion pipelines, shows some defects, mainly related to lack of
complex control flow and readiness checks. In this section we explain which are the main
issues that the team is aware of and needs to solve.

We begin by discussing a resource limitation: the number of IP addresses available. This
kind of resources are provided by the team through requests presented to the Cloud
Center of Excellence (CCoE) which is a centralized governance function, a task force
built to ensure the correct adoption of cloud across the organization.

Following the diagram (Figure 5.5), we can observe the problem. At peak load, jobs
can fail due to IP address exhaustion (the pool of unallocated IPv4 addresses is drained,
causing job launch failures).

Figure 5.5: High-level architecture overview with IP limitation issue.

The issue we just mentioned is related to resources limitation. However, there are other
known issues within the adopted architecture. In order to explain which are the other
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problems, we will use as a reference example presented in Figure 5.6. It represents the high
level logic of one of the orchestrators created to manage the complex application workflows.
In the cloud environment, ETL jobs are grouped by data source type, and for each data
source an orchestrator regulates the execution of the related pipelines. Executions can
be serial or parallel, depending on the type of jobs involved, i.e., incremental or batch,
and the resource type: for instance, serial execution is preferred when large batch jobs
need to be executed and to avoid overloading the data source with multiple parallel jobs.
With the current status of the system, it is not possible to recover from possible errors
that might rise during a pipeline execution since, as we can see, there is no try-catch
mechanism implemented.

Figure 5.6: Function orchestrator example with serial execution of different ETL Jobs.

This implies that, if a job fails to execute, the whole orchestrator fails and, as a conse-
quence, all the other jobs in the same sequence do not execute.

Missing the try-catch feature implies that it is not possible to implement some kind of
retry mechanism: in principle, it is possible to set, during the configuration of a function
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orchestrator, the number of times a step execution can be attempted; however, this does
not allow reporting what cause the execution to fail. Furthermore, there are some jobs,
i.e., the incremental ones (also named snapshot jobs) that have higher priority on the
batch-type jobs: so, supposing to have a retry mechanism, it is need a check that assess
the type of job, so that only in case it is a snapshot one the execution is attempted again.

On top of these issues, there is lack of monitoring. As we have seen in our SLR chapter,
we have found very few papers tackling monitoring, and this does not mean that the
topic is not relevant. It is the opposite: without monitoring, there is no insight over the
status of the system, and there is no way to know what are the failing jobs and why. Also
monitoring is necessary on the resources, since in order to run ETL jobs it is necessary to
have enough IP addresses available. For these reason, in the past few months the team
worked hard to achieve a certain level of monitoring, by collecting metrics and creating
dashboard and alerts. For instance, ETL pipelines are monitored and metrics related to
the execution status, outcome and cause of failure are collected in a unique dashboard, so
that the team can now visualize the status of jobs and evaluate statistics such how often
jobs fail and what are the most common causes. This step was crucial in order to design,
later, a solution to address the most common problems, as we will see in the next section.
Also, a monitoring system has been design to get insight on the status of the IP subnets
usage.

To conclude this section, we just highlight how without these two monitoring systems
would have not been possible to design a solution to address these problems. Having eyes
on what happens in a system it is a necessary step to non only understand why errors
arise, but also to properly solve them, as stated by all the team members.

5.5.3. The solution

In order to solve the issues mentioned in the previous sections, we envisioned the design
and implementation of a new state-of-the-art job orchestrator. The baseline idea consists
of adding several steps to the current orchestrators in use, in order to introduce readiness
checks and more complete logic. At design stage there have been several discussions on
which could be the most sound and complete tool to use, as developers did not know yet
if the one offered by a vendor is capable of not of addressing all the issues rather than the
service offered by a different vendor. Thus, during the design stage there was not only
doubt regarding how to address each of the aforementioned issues, but also the final tool
to be used.

Now we present the model of the solution proposed. However, we will not discuss here
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how we reached to the model or what are the tools used to model and deploy it: this
is due to the fact that in the next sections we will discuss two methodologies to reach
this goal, designing experiments in order to understand which of the two methodologies
is better. So, here we will just discuss the logic lying behind the model. Before discussing
the model depicted in Figure 5.7, we explain what is the language model used, and why
we used it.

The Business Process Modeling Notation5 (BPMN) is a popular standard for modeling
enterprise process workflows, providing a visual notation, capable of capture business pro-
cesses in a clear and consistent way. BPMN process are composed by two main elements,
activities and events, connected together by sequence flows. Tasks represent atomic units
of work, and they can be either atomic or compound (sub-processes): they are both rep-
resented by rounded rectangles, with the difference that sub-processes contain a process
inside. Events on the other hand are represented by circles and depict an occurrence of
a fact: for instance, in Fig. 5.7 we have a start and an end event. Finally, we have gate-
ways, which are capable of expressing divergence of convergence of sequence flow: they
are diamond-shaped with a symbol that describe the type of gateway that is, for instance
exclusive or the logical AND. In Fig. 5.7 we can observe exclusive gateways, with the
purpose of representing a choice, similar to an if-else statement.

Now we discuss the logic behind the model in Fig. 5.7. Right after the start event -
right now is not relevant what kind of event triggers the execution, we will discuss it in
the next chapters - we have a task that is meant to read from a table and a compound
task, parallelSetExecution, that executes in parallel each set of jobs that needs to be run.
For each set of jobs, in the compound task we have at the very beginning a task that
transforms the dataset in a list of jobs, so that it is possible to execute each job in the list
in parallel, thanks the sub-process named parallelJobExecution. Inside this task we can
find the actual logic that handles the execution of each job: the retryExecutionLoop.

5https://www.bpmn.org/
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Figure 5.7: BPMN model of the proposed solution.

In the loop, the following issues are addressed: concurrency of a job, IP space availability
and retry execution of incremental (snapshot) jobs. In principle, also a try-catch statement
is foreseen for the executeJob; however, it is not possible to see it in the BPMN model. At
the beginning of the loop, the execution attempt counter of the current job is updated:
the loop keeps going at most for three attempts. It is subsequently checked if another
instance of the same job is run, to avoid concurrency issues. Then, IP addresses availability
is checked: if not enough IPs are available or another instance of the job is running, we
do not execute the job; otherwise, the job is executed.

The jobs executions are usually parallel. However, for certain jobs might be serial. For
each ETL job, the loop ends if there is a successful execution or if the maximum attempts
for a job are reached (three at most).

In the following chapters we show what are the two approaches we compare in order
to model, develop and deploy this job orchestrator solution, by modeling two kinds of
experiments, collecting data and discussing the results, in order to assess the pros and
cons of both methodologies.
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5.6. Two Approaches: RADON and Baseline

In this study we want to compare the RADON approach to model, develop and deploy
FaaS solutions, with the baseline approach, i.e., design and deploy a solution by using
directly the tools provided by the cloud services provider. At the basis of both approaches
we assume a design phase where all the team members discussed the requirements that
the new job orchestrator should satisfy, as we have seen in the previous section.

5.6.1. The Baseline Approach

The baseline approach represents the case where, in order to design and deploy a new job
orchestrator solution, we did not rely on the support of any extra tool or tool-set, but only
on the tools provided by the cloud services vendor. With this approach we only manually
developed all the necessary steps with the different kind of services needed, without the
need of any extra abstraction layer, which instead provided by RADON. In order to
model the job orchestrator, we directly relied on the function orchestrator modeling tools
provided by the cloud vendor. Also, we used many serverless functions, in order to
properly make readiness checks, which were triggered by the function orchestrator, since
the latter one is used to specify the execution flow and not the content of the steps itself.

Figure 5.8: Function orchestrator graph: final solution.
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Figure 5.8 shows the graph of the final function orchestrator deployed. We discuss now
the steps, and what they represents. However, we do not discuss here what is the though
process behind the decision taken to design the function orchestrator, since we will do it
in the next chapter, where we compare this approach with the RADON approach, and
the results of the experiments.

In order to understand the image, we assume that every minute a serverless function
is triggered. The serverless function reads from a key-value database table the list of
jobs that needs to be executed at a given time, and creates an instance of the function
orchestrator on the left of the image for each set of at most five ETL jobs. Suppose that at
12:00 13 jobs needs to be executed: then, the serverless function creates sets of five jobs;
in this case, we have three sets, two composed of five jobs and one of three jobs. For each
of these sets, a function orchestrator instance is executed. The orchestrator then calls, in
a series of steps, for each ETL pipeline in the set, different serverless functions which are
in charge of: updating the execution attempt of an ETL job, perform readiness checks (in
a different function orchestrator) such as IP space availability and job concurrency, and
if these checks are good, then the execution of the job starts; otherwise, if the job is of
type snapshot, the execution is attempted again at most three times.

5.6.2. The RADON Approach

As we have seen in the previous section, the Baseline approach requires the direct use of
different technologies offered on a cloud platform, with no need of an extra abstraction
layer on top of them. However, most of the technologies offered by one vendor are not
available on another platform, and if a company wants to adopt another cloud services
provider, there is the need to learn to use their specific equivalent services, when they
exist.

A novel tool-set and methodology has been developed to address these issues: RADON.
RADON is a framework that not only provides and end-to-end application life-cycle man-
agement methodology and tools, by envisioning a model-based approach to manage var-
ious aspects of serverless application development, such as verification, decomposition,
defect prediction, continuous testing, monitoring and CI/CD, compatible with a variety
of cloud platform. Indeed, the RADON IDE has to be intended has an extra layer that is
build on top of the most popular cloud services, and it does not represent a replacement
to the proprietary tools offered by these vendors, but it is a methodology which aims
to reduce workload and effort on practitioners working with this kind of technologies.
The RADON methodology has been developed by applying method engineering and the
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Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Application (TOSCA) as the baseline
for models definition.

Figure 5.9: RADON DevOps model [29].

Figure 5.9 shows the model of the RADON DevOps life-cycle. This schema reflects
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the structure of the traditional DevOps life-cycle, but it adds, for each phase, the tools
RADON uses to apply the theoretical concepts. As we can observe, many tools are
present within the RADON framework but, however, this is not a proper novelty since,
for instance, similar capabilities are reached by other services. RADON, is open-source
and offers a unique characteristics: it offers multi-cloud portability, by combining graph-
ical modeling and TOSCA-based templates to abstract deployment characteristics. For
these reasons, RADON provides a valuable support to DevOps teams working with cloud
services.

In our research, we will focus on a subset of technologies adopted by the RADON frame-
work, all of them open source, described in detail by [29], where the TOSCA language is
extended to support the development of serverless function orchestrators. In particular,
our focus is directed towards the Graphical Modeling Tool (GMT), namely Eclipse Win-
ery, the deployment tool, xOpera - both TOSCA compliant - and another tool developed
by the authors of the cited study, that is, BPMN4FO. In the next subsections we provide
a brief description of the purpose and capabilities of each tool.

Workflow overview

RADON, as is in the current development status, only supports the development of FaaS
microservices, hosted on cloud VMs, provided by different vendors. Yussupov et al.,
in their study, extend the capabilities of TOSCA by creating specific node types and
relationships to support the modeling and deployment of serverless function orchestrators.

The proposed workflow is structured as follows: first, Business Process Model and No-
tation (BPMN) is used to model serverless function orchestration and then transform it
in target orchestration formats. Then, the TOSCA-based deployment modeling approach
(Eclipse Winery, based on TOSCA) is extended to support function orchestration and
finally xOpera, the deployment automation technology, is used to deploy the model on
the target service.

Figure 5.10: Tool-chain for modeling and deployment of function orchestrations [118].
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Figure 5.10 shows the tools used to implement the concepts previously described. All the
tools used are open-source and are based on well-known standards: BPMN and TOSCA.
The first tool is BPMN4FO, which is used to graphically create the function orchestrator
model and generate the target model. Then, Eclipse Winery, used in the RADON project
and here used on top of a TOSCA extended version, is used to model the application
deployment and generated the IaC code in a compressed format (CSAR file), which is then
used by the last tool, xOpera, to execute the deployment on the target cloud technology.

BPMN4FO

BPMN for Function Orchestration (BPMN4FO6), currently at prototype stage, is used
to design serverless function orchestration models. It is based on bpmn-js7, which is a
graphical BPMN-compliant editor adapted such that it is possible to create technology-
agnostic function orchestration models in a way that, if the model is compliant to the
supported technology, it is possible to generate the target-technology models. In order
to obtain these capabilities, the technology-specific constructs have been uniformed and
applied to the BPMN elements. For this reason, only the common constructs have been
modeled, while the ones which are present only in one of the supported technology must
be manually added at a later stage; however, the authors claim to extend the support
also to these constructs. This tool is capable of exporting both the BPMN model of the
function orchestrator and the technology-specific model.

Eclipse Winery

Eclipse Winery8 is a web-based environment, included in the RADON project, which
provides a GUI for not only topology modeling, but also to define TOSCA constructs.
Indeed, in the study a set of new constructs is presented, which is capable of support the
deployment modeling on the aforementioned technologies. The most important construct
is the Orchestrator Node Type - which is slightly different for each provider - that repre-
sents the orchestrator technology and is meant to store the orchestrator model generated
by BPMN4FO. The Orchestrator node then is connected to the different other nodes
through the Orchestrates relationship, and each node represent a BPMN Task, that is,
a serverless function. Of course, these constructs are compatible with the all the other
TOSCA constructs provided by RADON. The resulting model can be exported as a Cloud
Service ARchive (CSAR file), which is the compressed IaC code, with all the constructs

6https://github.com/iaas-splab/matoswo
7https://bpmn.io/toolkit/bpmn-js/
8https://github.com/eclipse/winery
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and artifacts to deploy the model. In order to conduct our experiment, we used the docker
container provided by the RADON project (RADON GMT).

xOpera

xOpera9 is a TOSCA compliant orchestrator to automate deployment of TOSCA-compliant
models. In our case, it is the CSAR file provided by Eclipse Winery. Assuming all the
target account info is provided in the CSAR file, xOpera automatically deploys the model.
xOpera is available is different versions, such as CLI or SaaS. For our experiments, we
used xOpera CLI 0.6.5 in a Python 3.8 virtual environment.

5.7. Design of the Experiments

In order to conduct our study, we defined a family of experiments, that is, a set of
experiments that share the same goal so that it is possible to combine the results in order
to enhance their maturity. With that in mind, we followed the guidance of Santos et al.
[94], where they suggest having at least three experiments to compose a family. Each
experiment is composed of one factor, that is, the methodology employed to design and
develop the job scheduler, and two treatments, that is, the RADON approach and the
Baseline approach.

5.7.1. Goal and Research Questions

Our family of experiments share the same goal: analyze the design and deployment of a
function orchestrator in a serverless environment, with and without using RADON, with
the purpose of estimating them with respect to their effectiveness, efficiency, perceived ease
of use, perceived usefulness, and intention of use from the viewpoint of novice practitioners
in the context of DevOps team. By chasing this goal, we address the following research
questions:

• RQ1: Which is the most effective approach to design and deploy function orches-
trators?

• RQ2: Which is the perceived easiest approach?

• RQ3: Which approach is more useful?

• RQ4: Which tool is intended to be used?

9https://github.com/xlab-si/xopera-opera
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5.7.2. Context

The context in which the experiments have been conducted has already been described in
detail in the previous sections; here we summarize it. The context of this research is the
design and deployment of function orchestrators on a cloud platform. In particular, the
context is defined by (i) the infrastructure resources, that is, the cloud services platform
used by the DevOps team: in our case, we used the AWS, among the many platforms
available; (ii) the methods selected, that is RADON and baseline, extensively described
in the previous sections; (iii) and the selection of participants to the experiments.

5.7.3. Participants

According to Kitchenham et al [58, 59] students are the most interesting participants
when conducting experiments, since they are next generation of practitioners. In partic-
ular, well-trained final-year students can be considered as valid experimental subjects. In
particular the experiments have been conducted by the authors of this study, with the
support of trained practitioners, i.e., the other team members, who have experience that
spans from a minimum of two year to several decades in the IT field. We included them in
the study since they supported the main participants in making assessments and reasoned
judgments.

Figure 5.11: Sequence of experiments with factor, treatments and variables involved.

5.7.4. Experiments

The three experiments we conducted are similar, in the sense that they involve the same
participants in the same context.
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However, they differ on one aspect: for each experiment has been designed and deployed
a different version of the job scheduler, and each experiment introduced more complexity
in the solution.

This was made to have, in the end, a combination of results that are not biased by the
complexity of the function orchestrator designed and deployed. The complexity of each
job scheduler solution has been measured by counting the number of steps involved in
the orchestrator and the number of branches in the model; in the end, we obtain three
different complexity levels: low, medium and high, as we can see in Table 5.4.

Figure 5.11 shows the sequence of experiments performed in the chronological order,
highlighting the complexity of the job scheduler solution involved.

We adopted the Method Evaluation Model in conjunction with factorial as theoretical
reference for our experiments: in the following sections, we describe in detail how we
structured our work.

Figure 5.12: Method Evaluation Model.

5.7.5. Variables selection

The Method Evaluation Model (MEM) [72] is a method that derives from the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) [31]; the MEM defines the theoretical approach to follow for
the evaluation of our two methods.

It assumes two different dimensions: actual efficacy and adoption in practices. It makes
uses of several constructs, defined in Figure 5.12.
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In particular, to measure performance are envisioned two constructs: Actual Efficiency
and Actual Effectiveness, which represent the effort required to apply a method and the
degree to which a method achieves its objectives, respectively. Perceived Ease of Use
represents the degree to which a person feels comfortable using a method, while Perceived
Usefulness represents how a person feels that a method is useful to achieve the intended
objectives. The Intention to Use, instead, represents the extent to which a person is
willing to use a particular method. Finally, Actual Usage is the extent to which a method
is used in practice. In our experiments we will use all of these constructs as dependent
variables. Table 5.1 summarizes all the variables used in our experiments.

Name Measure Scale

Effectiveness (EFCT)
Number of Requirements Satisfied

Total Number of Requirements

Ratio

Efficiency (EFFC)
Effectiveness

Time

Ratio

Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) 5-point Likert Scale Ordinal

Perceived Usefulness (PU) 5-point Likert Scale Ordinal

Intention to Use (ITU) 5-point Likert Scale Ordinal

Table 5.1: List of dependent variables.

The first two variables are performance-based: Effectiveness is defined as the number of
requirements satisfied by designing and deploying the function orchestrator, given the
experiment, over the total number of requirements. The efficiency instead is Effectiveness
over time, since it represent how long a participant took to perform the task. To each
satisfied requirement has been assigned an All-Or-Nothing-Metrics, that is, only two pos-
sible values are usable: 1 for satisfied requirement, 0 for non satisfied requirement. All the
other variables are formulated as a 5-point Likert scale, with opposite-statement question
format.
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Variable Statement

Perceived Ease of Use This method was easy to learn and to use.

Perceived Usefulness This method is effective in supporting the development
of high quality software, with low effort and time.

Intention to Use If I am working in a company, I would suggest to use
this IaC development method.

Table 5.2: List of dependent variables.

Table 5.2 provides a summary with all the statements we used for our 5-point Likert Scale,
relative to the variables Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Usefulness and Intention to Use.

5.7.6. Null Hypotheses

For each of the three experiments, the same Null Hypotheses hold. The Null Hypotheses
have been formulated directly from the dependent variables. The Null Hypotheses of our
experiments are:

• H10: EFCT (RADON) = EFCT (Baseline);

• H20: EFFC (RADON) = EFFC (Baseline);

• H30: PEOU (RADON) = PEOU (Baseline);

• H50: PU (RADON) = PU (Baseline);

• H60: ITU (RADON) = ITU (Baseline);

• H70: AU (RADON) = AU (Baseline);

The goal is to reject the null hypotheses and accept alternative ones.

5.7.7. Design

To properly design our experiments, we make use of 3 x 2 factorial design, capable of
addressing the issue of small sample sizes, increasing sensitivity of experiments. We also
used this technique because, given the limitations related to the number of participants,
it was impossible to adopt other experiment design such as AB/BA crossover design,
which requires the definition of two group to which assign factors and treatments. So,
with Table 5.3 we show how we combined the different complexities of the Job Orches-
trator design with respect to the two treatments, that is, RADON and BASELINE. For
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each combination we considered, we show how they are assigned to each Week-Period of
experimentation.

Design complexity RADON BASELINE

LOW Week 1 Week 1

MEDIUM Week 2 Week 2

HIGH Week 3 Week 3

Table 5.3: Design of our experiments.

As we mentioned in the subsection where we describe the variables involved during the
experiments, Effectiveness and Efficiency are based on the requirements satisfied. Each
period of experimentation refers to a different level of complexity in the design of the or-
chestrator which, in the end, directly depends on the number of requirements the solution
should satisfy.

Table 5.4 summarizes the requirements that the Job Orchestrator solution must satisfy, for
each level of complexity. The idea is that the lowest complexity solution must be able to
manage the basic features to orchestrate all the services to execute a set of predetermined
ETL Jobs in series, that is, the orchestrator gets as input a set of ETL job names, and for
each of them must check if another instance is running, to avoid concurrency issues and,
in case the execution of a job fails, catch the error for reporting the issue. The reason
why the execution of multiple jobs is serial resides in the fact that the team does not
want to overload the data source, and thus a synchronized serial execution avoids this
issue. Synchronized means that the orchestrator not only is in charge on starting the
execution of an ETL pipeline, but also waits until the execution ends to start a new one.
The medium complexity requirements comprise the ones of the low complexity case, but
they also add the need of implementing other two features, that is, IP space availability
checks before executing a job, and a retry mechanism for snapshot (incremental) jobs,
that have a higher priority over the other ones, that is, batch jobs. Finally, the high
complexity design gets the same features as the medium ones, except for requirement 7:
indeed, in this case the jobs that needs to be executed is no more fixed, but dynamic. It
is foreseen a table, where a list of jobs is stored with all the information necessary to run
them at a given schedule; the orchestrator should be able to read the table every minute
to check if, at a given time, jobs needs to be run, and run them serially. In the first two
cases, instead, the assumption is that the hard-coded jobs have the same schedule, and
the orchestrator is triggered according to that schedule.
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Req. ID Req. Description LOW
Compl.

MEDIUM
Compl.

HIGH
Compl.

R1 The Scheduler Table must always
be available to the Job Scheduler

X

R2 The Scheduler Table must be up-
dated every time an ETL job is
selected for execution

X

R3 The Scheduler Table must con-
tain all the fields necessary to the
Job Scheduler for deciding which
Job must be executed at a given
time

X

R4 The Job Orchestrator must read
the scheduler table every minute

X

R5 Snapshot Jobs require a retry
mechanism if the execution fails

X X

R6 A Snapshot Job can retry the ex-
ecution at most 3 times

X X

R7 The list of jobs the orchestrator
must execute are hard-coded in
the input schema

X X

R8 The Job Orchestrator must check
if IP addresses are available be-
fore executing a job

X X

R9 The Job Orchestrator must, be-
fore executing a Job, must check
if another instance of that Job is
running (Concurrency check)

X X X

R10 The Job Orchestrator must im-
plement a try-catch mechanism
when executing an ETL Job

X X X

R11 The execution of multiple ETL
pipelines must be serial

X X X

R12 The execution of multiple ETL
pipelines must be synchronized

X X X

Table 5.4: Requirements for each design complexity.
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5.7.8. Experimental material and assumptions

In order to properly conduct the experiments and avoid biasing the considerations made
towards one of the two approaches, we made some assumptions. At the beginning of this
chapter we described how the goal is to design, develop and deploy through IaC an ETL
job scheduler, with increasing complexity levels. Both approaches, however, have some
preliminary steps in common, which we consider among our assumptions: the scheduler
has been implemented, in every phase of the experiments, through the combination of
function orchestrators and step serverless functions provided by the supported cloud plat-
forms. Although the relationship between each step and between the components vary for
each experiment and method employed, the code of the steps in the serverless functions is
the same across all the phases. For this reason, we assume that the code of each serverless
function has been already developed and tested, and provided as artifact at the beginning
of each experiment. This however does not include slight modifications that might be or
might not be necessary to adapt the code to slightly different deployments, due to the
different capabilities of the methodology employed and the different vendors.

Furthermore, in our experiments we do not consider the time needed to read the docu-
mentation of each tool employed by both methodologies. However, we consider within our
metrics the time used to solve possible issues and errors related to lack of documentation
for a given tool or unforeseen events that slowed down the development process that are
not attributable to a deficiency of the person conducting the experiment.

We relied on using the official documentation provided by each tool and service involved.

5.8. Results

In this section we present the empirical evidences collected during our experiments, ac-
cording to the hypotheses and considerations stated in the previous sections.

Table 5.5 presents the list of the values collected for the variables involved in the experi-
ments, averaged among the experiments. We added the duration variable that, even if we
did not mention it in the previous sections since it is a variable which value is not directly
assigned by the participants, we found important to include in the list since it gives an
additional important information regarding the experiments and helps to the discussion
of the results. Indeed, time is a factor that indirectly or not influences the values assigned
to all the other variables.
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Variable RADON BASELINE

Effectiveness 1 1

Efficiency 0.077 0.69

Duration 15.33h 14.66h

Perceived Ease of Use 2.66 3.66

Perceived Usefulness 4.33 4

Intention to Use 2.67 4.33

Table 5.5: Collected results: all values represent the average over the experiments; values
are dimensionless, except for duration which unit is hours.

The most important observation about time is the following: in principle, one could
state that time should increase as the complexity of the solution to be deployed increases.
However, this is not true, since one aspect to take into account is the reuse of components.
Indeed, in both methodologies is it possible to used part of the artifacts generated by one
solution for another. Although this would seem to alter the results of our experiments,
because reusing components among each other would imply to make each experiment
dependent from another, it actually does not: the reuse of a component is a crucial aspect
of Infrastructure as Code, and not taking advantage of it would make the results less
reliable. Indeed, since we did it for both methodologies, the results are coherent.

With the collected experience, we can make the following considerations, that we will use
later to give an answer to our research questions.

5.8.1. Effectiveness

Effectiveness score is high in both approaches: in particular, the maximum score has
been reached by the Baseline approach, with the RADON approach scoring lower. The
Baseline approach, indeed, offer higher granularity and more precision while developing
the infrastructure, since it exploits directly the capabilities of the tools offered by cloud
platforms, that on the other side are used over an abstraction layer, namely through
TOSCA constructs, in the RADON approach.

Using directly the cloud services gives the developer of higher level of control on each
component, giving the possibility to specify some behaviors and deployment settings that
are not available (yet) with the RADON approach. Nonetheless, this does not mean that
the RADON approach is a limitation: actually, it is an enhancement since it gives the
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opportunity to a developer to have a graphical overview of the deployment model, which
helps to better visualize all the variables involved in the application, an aspect that is
crucial in DevOps since development and operations stages continuously interchange.

With BPMN and Eclipse Winery combined, it has been possible to continuously update
team members, including product owners and SCRUM master, and make everybody to
understand what the objective of the project was, even to the ones with less technical ex-
pertise. This is an aspect that should not be neglected, since we view it as an opportunity
for managers to have a better understanding on the status of issues and stories (speaking
in SCRUM terms).

However, we have to highlight few limitations in the RADON method that caused concern
during the development process: first of all, BPMN4FO translates BPMN tasks to target-
specific serverless functions; if it is needed to use other function orchestrator target-specific
states, it is necessary to make a more complex serverless functions to address the lack of
states. In principle, this is not a big issues, but in the Baseline Approach it is possible to
directly exploit this functionality, due to the state-of-the-art support provided by cloud
vendors.

Another limitation reside in the fact that sometimes it is not possible to set some advanced
function orchestrator settings: for instance, in order to model a parallel execution state in
BPMN4FO is is necessary to create a sub-process task and add the parallel flag; however,
it is not possible to set it as a serial execution. In our case, in fact, it was not possible to
execute ETL jobs sequentially by using the model created on BPMN4FO.

Finally, one big limitation is to be found in the lack of debugging info in the graphical
interface of BPMN4FO: at the very beginning, when learning to use the tool, this is
very frustrating since it can make the learning curve very stiff, leading to trial and error.
Nonetheless, we have to mention that the version used is a prototype, and it is possible
that in the future this issue will be addressed.

5.8.2. Efficiency

The next metric we analyze is efficiency. By looking at Table 5.5, we can see how RADON
have been recorded to be more efficient than the baseline approach. This result is a conse-
quence of how the RADON method is structured, with respect to the baseline approach.
Indeed, with the baseline methodology it is necessary to first model and create the com-
ponents in each cloud service involved, from serverless functions to function orchestrators.

Then, it is necessary to create the infrastructural code: even by using proprietary tech-
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nologies, that in some cases allow to create the infrastructure using common languages
such as Python, this two-steps process can be quite slow. However, very experienced
programmers can develop applications directly through them; nonetheless, this was not
our case. BPMN4FO, Eclipse Winery and xOpera tool-chain results being more efficient
since it provides a well-defined sequence of steps which leads to the deployment of the
infrastructure with very little effort, once the user learns to use each tool in a proficient
way.

The tool-chain provided by the RADON approach, moreover, improves efficiency since
with the Eclipse Winery blueprints it is possible to re-use deployment models and adapt
them to new requirements with very little effort, and everything is done through a graph-
ical interface. On the other hand, on the Baseline approach of course you can reuse every
single component created before, but it is more difficult to have a clearer view of the
infrastructure since blueprints and graphical tools are - most of the time - not available.

5.8.3. Perceived Ease of Use

Perceived ease of use is the first variable we find that drives points in favour of the baseline
approach: indeed, learning to use the RADON tool-chain and using is has been perceived
to be much more difficult than the Baseline approach.

First, learning to use each cloud service necessary for the solution is much easier due
to better documentation and also greater support from the community and the vendors.
Also, cloud vendors offer a dedicated support service that, when some suggestions or
reviews are necessary, is very helpful. On the other side, the whole RADON tool-chain is
open source, it is at prototype stage and does not have a huge user base. This implies that
all the information a user needs can only be found in the official documentation which,
however, is still unripe.

For this reason, learning to use every tool, especially BPMN4FO and Eclipse Winery,
can be time consuming and frustrating: in addition, there is no user-friendly debugger
in both cases, and this leads to unfortunate situations were the user must learn by trial
and error the root cause of issues. For instance, in BPMN4FO sometimes it is difficult to
understand why the tool does not generate the target declaration of function orchestrator,
since does not show where the model does not comply with the standard ways of modeling.
Also, Eclipse Winery, besides the fact that is prone to crashes and errors while running,
does not provide a automatic way of assessing whether or not a blueprint is ready for
deployment: if something is missing, in order to detect it, it is sometimes necessary to
export the CSAR file and verify the deployment on xOpera, then go back on Winery and
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fix the issues.

5.8.4. Perceived Usefulness

Considering just the requirements that needs to be satisfied by the deployed application,
both approaches are perceived similarly by user. Indeed, both of them are are capable
of achieving the intended objectives. However, it is interesting to notice that if we take
into account the fact that one approach - RADON - offers the possibility to migrate to
another platform vendor with little or no effort.

However, this is not the only thing to consider. Indeed, RADON offers two levels of
standardization. One the one hand, it relies on the TOSCA standard and thus it is able
to create a deployment model compliant to a state-of-the-art standard which, in the end,
offers the aforementioned capability of developing application in a technology-agnostic
manner, but also it offers a standard to another level: the way of working.

Even if the team we worked with has well-defined ways of working and guidelines are
offered to schedule each step of the development process of a new feature in the cloud
platform, it is not always the case that these rules are followed. It happened multiple
times, also outside of our experiments, that team members adapted the way of working
according to the specific task they wanted to accomplish: this is an issue, since it violates
all the rules the tam imposed to itself to achieve better software quality and control.

RADON solves this issue by defining a structured way of working which is not possible to
violate since each step is depended from the previous one and each step relies on a different
tool. This creates a reliable way of working which assures a level of software quality that
is not achievable otherwise, and this is where we can find the strong perceived usefulness.

5.8.5. Intention to Use

The Intention to Use is the variable that contains the most uncertainty and doubt, if we
consider the RADON approach.

Concerning the Baseline approach, we have the maximum adoption score since it is not
only the standard way of working the team we worked with adopted, but also it is the
common approach adopted by many other teams in the company, and it is of course the
way of working suggested by the cloud service providers’ support. This is also the method
the team will most probably work with in the future.

On the other hand, the RADON approach is very appealing due to its obvious benefits
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which spans over different levels of the DevOps culture. Nonetheless, due to the lack of
support and the early stage of development, it is difficult to assess whether the tool is to
be used in the future. For this reason, the score for the RADON approach is low.

However, this is not the only reason why the intention to use is low. There is also to
consider that practitioners are familiar with the most well-known platforms’ environment,
and it would be necessary to spend resources and time in making the team members learn
to use the tool, on top of the others: this is a grey area, since, although the benefits of
adopting the tool are known, it is not clear if they cover the costs spent to use to learn
the tool, due to lack of documentation in this topic.

5.8.6. Hypotheses Testing

Considering the low-level expertise of the participant and the discussion made in the
previous sections, we test the Hypotheses. In particular, we found that:

• H11: EFCT (RADON) = EFCT (Baseline);

• H21: EFFC (RADON) > EFFC (Baseline);

• H31: PEOU (RADON) < PEOU (Baseline);

• H41: PU (RADON) > PU (Baseline);

• H51: ITU (RADON) < ITU (Baseline);

The new Hypotheses Hn1 show in a clearer way what we obtained by our experiments.
In particular, for the Effectiveness variable we can say that, although reached in different
ways, all the objectives and requirements were satisfied in both cases. For what concerns
the Efficiency, which is measured as effectiveness over time, given the same level of Ef-
fectiveness reached in both methods, time was higher for the Baseline approach and the
two-step process necessary to deploy the IaC, while RADON provides a seamless tool-
chain which improves the delivery times. However, this does not mean that the Perceived
Ease of Use is lower for RADON but, as opposite, it is lower for the Baseline approach:
as we explained before, however, this is due to the fact that the tool-chain we used in the
RADON methodology is mostly at prototype stage and it has been found difficult to use.
However, the Perceived Usefulness is higher for RADON since the benefits have been rec-
ognized to be important. Nonetheless, the Intention to Use is still lower for RADON since
it is unclear how it will be improved in the future and to what extent will be supported
by the community.
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5.8.7. Answering the Research Questions

We now answer to the research questions we declared at the beginning of this study:

• RQ1. Which is the most effective approach to design and deploy function orches-
trators? With the evidence we produced, we can assess that the most effective
approach is RADON. As we already mentioned, the RADON approach, if correctly
implemented and completely learned, can introduce a level of efficiency which is not
reachable otherwise. The tool-chain is a powerful element that rigorously defines
a way of working that cannot be broken, and it also leverages the standardization
such that teams become no longer dependent to a specific service they use, and
teams are also capable of presenting the projects they bring on to people with little
technical knowledge.

• RQ2. Which is the perceived easiest approach? Even if RADON is the most effec-
tive, for sure it is not the easiest. Again, the lack of documentation and support
from the community play a crucial role here, as opposite to the Baseline approach
that, even is less organic and fragmented, results is an easier use thanks to the
extensive documentation provided by cloud platform vendors and the large amount
of projects and community members available on the web.

• RQ3. Which approach is more useful? We can answer to this question on two
different levels. If we just consider the objectives the methods need to reach, both are
on the same level. They reach the objective using different paths and techniques, but
in the end the result is very similar and the difference cannot be noticed. However,
as soon as we introduce the possibility of migrating from a vendor to another, it
is clear how the usefulness of RADON approach out-ranges the Baseline approach.
Overall, we can say that an approach like RADON is extremely useful when the
possibility of migrating from one system to another is a real possibility, or if the
same part of infrastructure are often reused within the same team or among teams,
since it offers the opportunity to reuse blueprints. Another aspect to consider is
also the design stage, as the BPMN4FO tool offers a great support in this phase.

• RQ4. Which tool is intended to be used? Although RADON has been welcomed
with great enthusiasm by many team members and although the benefits of RADON
has been recognized, it does not seem the case that RADON will be adopted any
soon, at least in the current status. The adoption of a new tool represents a sort of
threat to the efficiency of teams, given that they might be an obstacle at the very
beginning that can significantly slow down the operations: learning a new tool is
always a critical aspect to be considered.
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5.9. Conclusions

In this chapter we brought testimony of the numerous challenges we have depicted in the
SLR chapter, in an industrial environment, adopting the DevOps culture. Our goal was to
provide a proof of concept to verify what are the potentialities of using a novel tool-chain,
composed of BPMN4FO, Eclipse Winery and xOpera - to be used in conjunction with
well-known cloud services vendors - by comparing it the baseline approach used by the
team we worked with.

Before presenting the results, we first described why we have chosen a semiconductor
company, NXP, as theater for our experiments, shedding light on the current difficulties
and challenges companies in this sector are facing. In particular, we have seen how the
chip shortage crisis have been made even worse by the COVID-19 pandemic, and we have
pointed out how it is necessary to found novel solutions and methodologies to improve
chip production without the need of building new fabs.

Then, we have described why data are so valuable, especially in the semiconductor indus-
try, bringing some examples of valuable data in this industry and describing what are the
origins of the data value definition.

We moved, therefore, to the description of the environment we worked with, that is a
small team responsible for building and maintaining a data lake collecting business data
from multiple data sources. The team provides data to multiple consumers by using cloud
platforms, in an DevOps environment which makes use of the SCRUM methodology and
its scaled-up evolution, SAFe. We described in detail what are the goals of the team and
the challenges it is facing.

Just before moving to the description of the experiments we conducted, we made a brief
digression on what are the most recent developments in the ETL pipelines: ETL pipelines
are the tool used by the team to get the data from each source and load them to the data
lake. We have seen how ETL pipelines evolved to cope with streaming data, and how ML
can be used to improve their monitoring.

Finally, we presented our proof of concept, by describing the issues we wanted to address
and how we applied the novel tool-chain we wanted to test. We compared this approach
with the baselines by building a ETL job scheduler, at different levels of complexity, using
both methods and comparing the results according to different metrics used.

We found out that practitioners can gain great benefits from the adoption of the RADON
tool-chain and methodology, in conjunction with the cloud services providers. Indeed,
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although we verified the effectiveness of a subset of the whole tool-chain, RADON cov-
ers most of the areas in the DevOps life-cycle that present criticality. We have focus
on the design and modeling of function orchestrators in a standardized way and their
deployment: using BMPN modeling standard, is it possible to define the logic of function
orchestrators in a technology-agnostic environment, and then produce the target model in
the corresponding format; at the moment, the supported target technologies are offered
by AWS, Microsoft Azure, Apache Openwhisk Composer and IBM Composer. In this
way, a team can reach a higher level of independence from the actual target platform, but
also enable to team to work and produce application components in a standardized way,
across the whole organization. The other benefit we found by adopting this novel tech-
nology was that Eclipse Winery allow to create deployment model templates. This means
that it is possible to re-use the same topology for many different purposes, and adapt it
to the needs of the specific application. On top of that, it is possible to create new node
types and relationships through the graphical interface, allowing enhancing even more
the capabilities of the TOSCA standard, which Winery is based on. Another important
benefit of the adoption of tool-chain is the effortless deployment of the application model,
which is done automatically by xOpera.

Nevertheless, although we found a lot of benefits, there are also some drawbacks. They
are mostly related to the fact that the tool-chain is not mature enough to be adopted
in an industrial environment. Documentation is not clear, and most of the time prac-
titioners have to find out themselves why something went wrong and fix compatibility
issues between the versions of the tools. Also, the tools do not provide a comprehensive
debugging support, and this means that sometimes it is necessary to adopt a trial and
error strategy to cope with problems in the model. Even though RADON is provided also
in a SaaS package, to be easily deployed on, for instance, a container hosted on one of
the supported cloud providers, the company we worked in was concerned about possible
security issues, and the tools’ documentation itself explicitly warns the users about this.
If the tools were more mature, the team we worked with was actually prone to consider
their adoption.
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DevOps is a culture that is gaining more and more popularity among practitioners and
many companies are adopting it due to its proven benefits. This discipline covers a wide
range of topics regarding software development life-cycle. Among these, Infrastructure as
Code is a rather recent process created to manage and provision data center infrastructure
through code instead of manual process. There are many tools and techniques developed
to support this process, but there are some areas still under research.

Among the many areas DevOps covers, we found that standardizing Infrastructure as
Code development has paramount importance in this fields, since there is evidence to
state that the adoption of standards-based strategies could lead to great benefits both
in terms of resource reduction and cuttings costs, since standards-based procedures can
reduce the amount of time to deliver new deployments and reduce the complexity of large
scale applications.

Many technologies are currently available on the market to support IaC development, and
this is a problem: the wide variety of tools has an impact on practitioners, who have to
deal with many different tools even within the same team. This is another reason why
standardization is necessary.

The standard we focused on is the OASIS TOSCA, the most popular one and used by a
wide spectrum of tools and frameworks. Among these, we found RADON as one of the
most advanced and mature tool-chains capable not only of supporting standards-based
IaC development, but it provides a complete methodology to design, model and deploy
serverless functions.

By looking for related works, we found that, even though these are very popular topics
among the research community, they need a deeper investigation, also because there are
relatively recent with respect to other similar topics: for instance, the TOSCA standard,
which was presented in 2013, gained popularity among IaC tool only around 2018.
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With these considerations, we conducted two studies to go into details of these issues
both from a theoretical perspective and a practical one. Our work provides two main
contributions: a systematic literature review and a proof-of-concept.

6.1. Systematic Literature Review

In our SLR we provided a set of 71 publications, which were analyzed and classified to
answer four research questions. These questions, and the answers, are summarized in
Table 6.1.

Research Question Result

RQ1 What are the current challenges De-
vOps discipline is facing?

Sheer amount of tools, techniques
and languages introduce a high level
of fragmentation; monitoring, IaC
automation and standardization are
critical areas.

RQ2 What is the role of Infrastructure as
Code in DevOps?

IaC allows developers to reach a
higher level of automation in CI/CD
pipelines and reduces the responsi-
bilities of team members in infras-
tructure maintenance.

RQ3 How TOSCA standard can improve
the development and adoption of In-
frastructure as Code?

The adoption of TOSCA-based tools
reduces the risk of platform depen-
dency, automates deployment and
reduces development times.

RQ4 What are the most recent tools de-
veloped to support standards-based
IaC code development?

RADON, PIACERE, SODALITE,
GLITCH, xOpera, Eclipse Winery,
BPMN4FO are some examples.

Table 6.1: SLR: research questions and answers summary.

With the SLR we provide the following contributions: (i) with RQ1 we produce an inves-
tigation on what are the current challenges, difficulties and pitfall of DevOps disciplines
from a high-level perspective, with particular focus for IaC and standardization; (ii) we
then shed light on why IaC is so important in the most recent adoptions of DevOps,
with RQ2, and how it pushes automation on the next level; also, we highlighted the chal-
lenges IaC is currently facing; (iii) subsequently we analyzed, by answering RQ3, why the
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TOSCA standard is so important in this field and what are the benefits of adopting it
during IaC development; (iv) With the last research question (RQ4) we conclude by pro-
viding the state-of-the-art for what concerns tools which adopt and support the TOSCA
standard.

On top of these contributions, which strictly derive from the research questions, we also
have produced an analysis of how publications are distributed over the years, which are the
most prolific authors on particular subjects and finally we produced a taxonomy regarding
DevOps concepts. This taxonomy, that has been derived from the concepts we found in
the publications we analyzed, might not be complete, but as far as our knowledge goes,
we could not find any other similar work. Indeed, we found taxonomies regarding specific
DevOps subjects, such as TOSCA and code smells or bad practices, but we could not
find a comprehensive and updated taxonomy of the main concepts of the DevOps culture.
The only work we found, which we based on, is the set of conceptual maps provided by
Leite et al. [64]: this is the most complete work we found, however it does not provide an
actual taxonomy but rather a conceptual map. For these reasons we think that, even if
it might not be complete, our taxonomy is a great contribution for researcher who start
digging in this field.

6.2. Proof-of-Concept

The second main contribution of our study is the proof-of-concept we worked on in col-
laboration with NXP Semiconductors. Thanks to our work, we made a step forward in
understanding the capabilities, positive and negative aspects of adopting standards-based
tools for IaC development and, in particular, the RADON methodology: RADON is one
of the most recent tool-chains developed in the past recent years, and we found it during
our SLR research. The choice of this particular tool was due to the fact that this frame-
work has not yet reached a level of maturity so high to be adopted by a large company,
and for this reason we wanted to contribute by providing evident of its effectiveness. We
tested only a small portion of the whole RADON IDE, the one devoted to the design,
modeling and deployment of serverless functions.

In addition to that, we also witnessed all the challenges that teams face in a DevOps
environment, reflecting the challenges theoretically described in theory by most of the
papers found in the SLR, and the actions taken by team members to overcome them.

The goal of our proof-of-concept was to answer to four research questions, which are
summarized in Table 6.2.
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Research Question Result

RQ1 Which is the most effective approach
to design and deploy function or-
chestrators?

RADON tool-chain is more effective
than the Baseline approach.

RQ2 Which is the perceived easiest ap-
proach?

Due to the low maturity of the tool-
chain, RADON is more difficult to
use than the Baseline method.

RQ3 Which approach is more useful? Depending on the environment, the
RADON approach might be very
useful.

RQ4 Which tool is intended to be used? Due to lack of support and scarce
documentation, we do not see inten-
tion to adopt the RADON approach
in the near future.

Table 6.2: Proof-of-Concept: research questions and answers summary.

The contributions of our proof-of-concept can be summarized as follows, according to the
research questions: (i) we applied three tools of the RADON framework - BMPN4FO,
Eclipse Winery and xOpera - in an industrial environment - in conjunction with cloud
services - producing another evidence for the applicability of the tool-chain; (ii) we com-
pared the RADON approach to the baseline approach, i.e., the traditional way of working
that the team we worked with adopted before; (iii) based on the comparison we produced
a discussion regarding the pros and cons of adopting that approach, highlighting what
are its main limitations and pitfalls; (iv) we also shared another contribution by apply-
ing the RADON approach to serverless function orchestration deployments, which is a
recent addition to the original RADON methodology; (v) we discussed what solution we
envisioned to solve some common issues related to ETL pipelines.

Our findings show that the RADON methodology has a lot of capabilities and it is able
to solve most of the issues related to IaC deployment, if adopted correctly. Standard-
ization has been proven again to be, at the moment, the real solution to many problems
practitioners are currently facing when dealing with serverless applications deployment
in a DevOps environment. However, there is no free lunch. The adoption of RADON
in a small team would require, at the current development stage, a lot of initial effort:
documentation is not clear, and the tools we tested lack of a complete debugging interface,
which means that sometimes, to understand if deployed topologies are TOSCA compliant
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or not, trial and error is needed. Even if this initial effort is surmountable, the tools lack
support from community and so maintaining them could be quite expensive.

6.3. Future Developments

With the previous considerations we can find many different paths to which direct future
research, not only by expanding and improving our work, but also by investigating in
some of the fields we found that need further exploration in our SLR.

For instance, considering our experience at NXP and also the few papers we found regard-
ing monitoring in a serverless cloud environment, we find that a state-of-the-art review
in this sense is needed: SLRs and Surveys regarding monitoring could be helpful to asses
what are the most recent developments in this area, and with recognize that although
theoretical studies are necessary, insights from industry are also important since they
provide a practical view of the issues.

There is also a lot of interest in code smells and bad practices regarding infrastructure
as code development: however, according to our findings, most of these studies related
to this topic are produced by the same circle of authors around A. Rahaman. On one
side, this is good news since we have very high experienced researched dealing with a
non-trivial topic but, however, this implies that the view over these issues in confined to
the one of this rather small set of authors. It would be interesting to verify their results
from another perspective, and maybe expand their findings by applying them to other
IaC tools different from the most traditional ones.

On this topic, we also consider that, even if a wide variety of tools have been developed
to detect and also predict these kind of smells and defects in IaC scripts, the evidence of
their efficacy is mostly related to smalls sets and open source ones: to have further details
and more evident, it would be interesting to see how these tools perform in a real worlds
scenario.

However, considering our specific work, we would suggest continuing on reviewing litera-
ture by deepening the finding on the topics which were not the main target of our research:
by doing this, it would be possible to verify our results and also to expand the DevOps
taxonomy we produced, that we know it might not be completed to the limitations we
encountered during our research.

For what concerns our proof-of-concept and RADON, instead, we have some aspects that
we would like to investigate even more in detail. In particular, our study was limited
by time and number of participants. It would be interesting if the same results could
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be obtained by involving a broader range of participants; another aspect we were not
able to verify was also the following: in our experiments we tested only three tools -
xOpera, Winery and BPMN4FO - which do not represent the full potential of RADON.
Indeed, another possible expansion of our work would be to verify the efficacy of the
whole RADON IDE and its methodology, by applying it to the development of a complex
serverless application.

As an example, RADON provides, among the other tools, DEFUSE, which is capable of
detecting defects in IaC scripts. Very the efficacy of this tools in a real world scenario
would contribute to prove its usefulness and applicability: this connects to the other
development we suggested above regarding testing other security related tools.

The final suggestion would be to collaborate with the RADON project itself and expand
the support of TOSCA node and relationships to support the deployment of even more
complex applications, since at the moment it officially supports serverless function de-
ployment or function orchestrators. Also, the approach we used support the deployment
of function orchestrators provided by a limited number of vendors: we suggest expanding
the support to other kind of orchestrators, such as Apache Airflow.
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A| Appendix: Extract,
Transform, Load pipelines
survey

This appendix represents a brief survey we conducted to better understand the main
technology used to ingest data by the team we worked with for our proof-of-concept. To
support the work made at NXP Semiconductors, we want to briefly report out the current
challenges and state-of-the-art of data ingestion pipelines.

A.1. Extract, Transform, Load: the role of pipelines

Extract, Transform, Load: these are three terms used to identify a sequence of actions
that needs to be taken when dealing with collection, cleaning and standardization of data.
ETL pipelines are the means through which this idea is modeled.

ETL pipelines are at the basis of data marts and data warehouses, since they handle
the collection, cleaning and standardization of structured and unstructured data coming
from multiple, heterogeneous, sources. This set of processes has been extensively studied,
and many frameworks [23, 35, 40] are available. In the past years, many techniques to
improve ETL efficiency have been proposed, and many performance indexes have been
found. This witnesses the relevance of the topic and the awareness of researchers of the
need to further investigate the concept.

However, studies on this topic typically focus on the process itself, neglecting some aspects
such as data quality. In this scenario, it is very hard to find sound and complete research
works that provide deep analysis of data quality techniques - belonging to, in general,
the broad field of software engineering - without, however, providing practical tools and
methodologies to implement them, while other studies shift the problem to quality of the
ETL pipeline itself rather than quality of the data flowing through it. Most of them,
although considering interesting and innovative concepts and ideas [70, 71, 111], are a
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presentation of these notions, making little or none experiments and deep investigation
of the involved phenomena: they are inconclusive. However, this opinion arises from a
preliminary investigation in research literature, and it does not mean that high quality
studies have never been conducted: a deeper investigation is required. Nonetheless, the
aforementioned studies are not useless since they give us an idea which direction the
research is going.

One crucial aspect of ETL pipelines is the lack of automation: this is not referred to code
generation or single steps of the pipeline, for instance merging two data sources, where
automation already exists, but what is lacking in the process is a comprehensive automa-
tion between steps and automation when errors arise. Some articles suggest reaching a
higher level of automation in ETL pipelines, i.e., reducing as much as possible human
intervention, to achieve the following improvements: higher data quality - as an auto-
mated process is less prone to human error - and better decision making - working on
high quality data has been shown to produce benefits at business decision levels [111].

In this scenario, machine learning techniques might be helpful to increase quality levels
[71]. One crucial challenge is finding the areas in an ETL process where automation is
actually helpful, using known performance indexes, and where ML could be implemented
to improve the final product of the pipeline, through the investigation of known but also
possibly new performance indexes. Performance indexes are crucial in this scenario, since
are the means through which is possible to measure if improvements are made or not
[103, 111].

Even though ETL pipelines are presented as the crucial component of Business Intelligence
and powerful tool for enterprise-level decision-making, research in this field seems to be
conducted in a non-systematic way, and much of the studies represent a wrap-up of what
has been done in the last years. In particular, traditional ETL pipelines, which are often
called "Batch ETL" [45, 67], are well documented and many commercial tools exist.
The only aspect which is acknowledged to be improved in batch ETL is data quality,
which, however, is a problem which affects many fields of computer engineering. Albeit
data quality is a well-studied subject, every consideration is derived from what existing
tools can provide and, thus, all the possible improvements might be found in proprietary
systems: however, companies are jealous about sharing their achievements in this strategic
area and the studies that propose novel solutions claim to bring improvements which are
confined to very specific use-cases and tested only on very small datasets [122]. Thus,
scalability remains an issue.

Moving the focus away from data quality alone, three critical areas are still under research:
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(near) real-time ETL pipelines, AI-Driven ETL monitoring and standardization [1, 2]

A.2. (Near) Real-Time ETL Pipelines

Near real-time ETL pipelines represent the evolution of batch ETL: many studies [45, 67,
79, 108] describe this recent concept as a necessity for for Big Tech companies, which need
to analyze much more data nowadays, in real-time. Indeed, the main issue of batch ETL
is that they are typically run overnight and require a lot of time to complete; furthermore,
their output is highly affected by the quality of the input: as they say, garbage in, garbage
out [66]. Near real-time ETL applies data streaming tools to batch ETL, often by using a
combination of these tools such as Apache Kafka and Apache Spark [45, 67, 79]. The most
efficient technique seems to be applying Change Data Capture (CDC) design patter to
streaming data on top of the aforementioned tools, as some studies claim its effectiveness.
Anyways, other techniques are still under investigation but, overall, they try to minimize
the amount of data on which the Transformation step works on, by taking small chunks
of data each time. Therefore, they are called "near" real-time, because typically these
pipelines produce data every hour or less but are not properly real-time. The crucial aspect
of this new kind of ETL process is the fact that it is designed to work on a cloud-based
distributed setting. Following this new technique of designing ETL pipelines, one aspect
which is typically not considered at research level is cost-optimization: using services such
as AWS has a cost, and companies want the most effective but cheapest solution [122].

A.3. AI-Driven ETL Monitoring

For what concerns AI-Driven monitoring, things are quite tricky. AI has been shown to be
effective in many situations, and sometimes perform even better than humans. Given the
large amount of data ETL processes analyze, it is clear that there is space for Machine
Learning and AI techniques in this scenario. Most of the attention [4, 37, 61, 114] is
turned to the application of automated tasks to ETL monitoring. An ETL process should
produce consistent results regardless the flow of data under analysis: a sudden change
could be detected by an automated algorithm and generate an alert. Also, machine
learning can provide real-time detection for bottlenecks, allowing developers to address
problems faster. Furthermore, it can reduce cost of operation since, given a problem, can
send alerts directly to who is devoted to solve it, letting the rest of the departments free.

Another powerful application is to directly use ML to develop ETL solutions [12, 114].
This could enhance software engineering quality [49]. There are already ETL-developing
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software that provide this feature, but ML action is still limited [49, 116]. Overall, ML is
capable of reducing human intervention and costs.

However, there is a caveat. ML and AI sound as great solutions, but in order to use
them in an effective way, developers should trust them. This does not seem to be the
case. The reasons of this distrust reside in the fact that the technology is typically hard
to comprehend. This is the reason why it has been documented that managers, even
with clear evidence provided by software - for instance, non AI-powered ETL pipelines -,
typically make decisions on their own [43].

A.4. ETL pipelines: towards standardisation

Another important problem, that has widespread impact on ETL pipelines and, in gen-
eral, data engineering, regards lack of standardization in data integration, data mining,
evaluation and interpretation [1, 2]. Different needs in the past years have influenced
the development of heterogeneous system that, even if they are really powerful and rely
on common technologies, work very differently [116] and this is an issue at development
stage since programmers might slow the development due to the need of learning a new
programming paradigm; furthermore, complex systems rely on different technologies that
at a certain point must be integrated together [91]. This is a problem, especially if we
consider that, in many situations, data engineering tasks are left to data scientists and
analysts which, in many cases, are not familiar with such tools [91, 116]. Indeed, nowa-
days there is a wide use of notebooks [1, 91], even at enterprise level, for data integration,
cleaning and evaluation task: although notebooks ease the job to programmers for their
flexibility and their use of general-purpose languages - which are more familiar to devel-
opers -, lack of the power legacy tools provide, and thus it might limit the effectiveness
of their tasks [91].

At the basis of all these problems, there is a lack of standardization. This holds not only
for what concerns the development stage of data integration systems, but also it is true
for research. Indeed, there is a discrepancy between research and industrial projects [116].
Typically, research projects rely unrealistic assumption and tests are conducted on small
datasets. Research projects most of the time try to find improvements in optimization and
design methods but the effectiveness on the field is still unknown for the aforementioned
reasons. However, recently there has been movement towards standardization [1, 91,
112, 116]. On the other hand, industrial projects mainly focus on cost-reduction and ad
hoc solutions which, although might be great for a specific application, they worsen the
problem. Also, it is hard to measure the cost-effectiveness of new systems since, in most
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cases, it is hard to measure the return of investment. This is the reason why the whole
standardization process is very slow.

Since standardization is inevitable to achieve improvement in this field, It is crucial to
make a step forwards in this direction [91].
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B| Appendix: Additional Insights

on The Proof-of-Concept

In this appendix we would like to share some additional insights and picture of the ex-
periments we conducted, since we did not want to use too much space on the main block
of our work.

Here we will just share the images of the function orchestrators models created with
BPMN4FO and the deployment models designed with the RADON Graphical Modeling
Tool (Eclipse Winery), so that the reader has a clearer idea of the work we did during
our experiment. Indeed, the differences among each experiment will become even clearer
with this direct comparison.

In this way we are able to directly observe the connections between the BPMN models
and the TOSCA-compliant deployment.

B.1. BPMN4FO Models

Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3 show the different models obtained at each complexity stage of
our experiments. At a first glance, the complexity gap is much higher between the low
and medium complexity solutions rather than the medium and high complexity ones.

This is due to the fact that in the first level of complexity we envisioned just the checks
for ETL job concurrency, and only two serverless functions are required to manage all the
steps involved: the main one, delimited by the start and end events, and the internal one,
denoted by the sub-process named parallelJobExecution which implements the main logic
of the orchestrator.

However, as soon as we consider the medium complexity solution, the complexity increases
significantly due to the presence of more tasks and three different function orchestrators.
In particular, we want to highlight how the sub-process named retryExecutionLoop.
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Figure B.1: Low complexity BPMN4FO function orchestrator model.

The retryExecutionLoop represent a loop that is executed at most three times, since when
the execution of a job fails, it is re-attempted. In principle, this loop could be modeled by
connecting the final state to the first one with a choice state, if we use directly the tools
offered by cloud vendors to model function orchestrators. However, since with BPMN4FO
we are dealing with a standardized way of working, and the loop is represented differently
by other solutions, in order to achieve standardization, a sub-process is required.

This leads in the end to the creation of another target-specific file for a function orchestra-
tor that implements this logic. If done directly on the cloud provider platform, the same
objective could be achieved without the need of another intermediate serverless function.
This, however, does not change the final result since both solution accomplish the same
objective. It is just a different implementation style.

For what concerns the high-complexity solution, the model is very similar to the medium
complexity one, with the main difference that there is an additional sub-process that is
in charge of splitting all the jobs that needs to be executed on a smalls sets.
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Figure B.2: Medium complexity BPMN4FO function orchestrator model.

Figure B.3: High complexity BPMN4FO function orchestrator model.
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B.2. RADON GMT Blueprints

It is finally interesting to observe how the deployment models differ from each other, and
how they are connected to the BPMN Function Orchestrator models. In this section we
present the deployment model for a specific target platform: the Amazon Web Services.
Considering that in BMPN4FO a process or a sub-process represents a target function
orchestrator and a task translated to a target serverless function, we obtained deployment
models with two, three and four function orchestrators for the low, medium and high
complexity solutions, respectively.

As we can observe in Figures B.4, B.5 and B.6, for each solution the number of Lambda
Function nodes and the number of Step Function nodes (namely AwsSFOrchestration)
are exactly the same as the number of tasks and processes or sub-processes present in the
BPMN models shown in the previous section.

Figure B.4: Low complexity Eclipse Winery deployment model.

Figure B.5: Medium complexity Eclipse Winery deployment model.

In particular, each AwsSFOrchestration node contains (attached as an artifact) the ASL
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file generated by the BPMN4FO tool. Then, each of these nodes is connected to the Step
Function it orchestrates with the AwsSFOrchestrates relationship. Notice how, instead,
when a Step Function contains a nested Step Function (a sub-process), it connects to it
with the DependsOn relationship.

Then, each AwsSFOrchestration and AwsLambdaFunction node connects to the only
AwsPlatform node with the HostedOn relationship. The AwsPlatform node contains the
general deployment attributes of the target AWS account, such as the region (in our case,
eu-west-1). Each AwsLambdaFunction node containers on the other hand some specific
properties such as the memory size (we used for every node of this type 128 MB), the
additional layers (if needed) and most importantly we attached the respective python file
with the function handler.

Figure B.6: High complexity Eclipse Winery deployment model.

Each of these deployment models have been exported as a CSAR file. Then, we deployed
them using xOpera CLI. At the deployment stage, the CSAR file is extracted and all
the nodes, relationship and artifacts are managed such that can be deployed on the
target environment using Ansible IaC code, which is automatically generated. The target
account is automatically retrieved in the Python virtual environment where xOpera and
AWS CLI are both installed: the access keys to the target account are retrieved from the
AWS CLI configuration file, which is defined using the aws configure command.
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